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SEC TION 5
NEIGHBOURS UNKNOWN:
ANIM ALS IN C ANADIAN LITER ATURE

CHAPTER 18

Selections from Survival: A
Thematic Guide to Canadian
Literature (1972)
Margaret Atwood1
You’d think that the view of Nature as Monster so prevalent in Canadian literature would generate, as the typical Canadian animal story, a
whole series of hair-raising tales about people being gnawed by bears,
gored to death by evil-eyed moose, and riddled with quills by vengeful
porcupines. In fact this is not the case; fangs and claws are sprouted
by mountains and icebergs, it’s true, but in stories about actual animals
something much more peculiar happens, and it’s this really odd pattern
I’d like to pursue in this chapter. In the course of the hunt I hope to
demonstrate that the “realistic” animal story, as invented and developed
by Ernest Thompson Seton and Sir Charles G. D. Roberts, is not, as
Alec Lucas would have it in the Literary History of Canada, “a rather isolated and minor kind of literature,” but a genre which provides a key to
an important facet of the Canadian psyche. Those looking for something
“distinctively Canadian” in literature might well start right here.
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The Canadian genre and its approach to its subject are in fact unique.
It is true that stories ostensibly about animals appear in British literature; but as anyone who has read Kipling’s Mowgli stories, Kenneth
Grahame’s The Wind in the Willows, or Beatrix Potter’s tales can see, the
animals in them are really, like the white rabbit in Alice in Wonderland,
Englishmen in furry zippered suits, often with a layer of human clothing
added on top. They speak fluent English and are assigned places in a
hierarchical social order which is essentially British (or British-colonial,
as in the Mowgli stories): Toad of Toad Hall is an upper-class twit, the
stoats and ferrets which invade his mansion are working-class louts and
scoundrels. The ease with which these books can be – and have been –
translated into plays, ballets, and cartoon movies, complete with song,
dance, speech, and costume, is an indication of the essentially human
nature of the protagonists. Of note also are the invariably happy endings.
Animals appear in American literature minus clothes and the ability
to speak English, but seldom are they the centre of the action. Rather
they are its goal, as these “animal stories” are in fact hunting stories,
with the interest centred squarely on the hunter. The white whale in
Moby-Dick, the bear in Faulkner’s “The Bear,” the lion in Hemingway’s
“The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber,” the grizzlies in Mailer’s
Why Are We In Vietnam?, the deer glimpsed by the narrator in James
Dickey’s Deliverance – all these and a host of others are animals endowed with magic symbolic qualities. They are Nature, mystery, challenge, otherness, what lies beyond the Frontier: the hunter wishes to
match himself against them, conquer them by killing them, and assimilate their magic qualities, including their energy, violence, and wildness,
thus “winning” over Nature and enhancing his own stature. American
animal stories are quest stories – with the Holy Grail being a death –
usually successful from the hunter’s point of view, though not from the
animal’s; as such they are a comment on the general imperialism of the
American cast of mind. When Americans have produced stories which
superficially resemble those of Seton and Roberts, they are likely to be
animal success-stories, the success being measured in terms of the animal’s adjustment to people – as in Jack London’s White Fang, where the
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wolf-dog, mistreated in youth, begins by hating men but ends up loving
them, saving them, and living in California.
The animal stories of Seton and Roberts are far from being success
stories. They are almost invariably failure stories, ending with the death
of the animal; but this death, far from being the accomplishment of a
quest, to be greeted with rejoicing, is seen as tragic or pathetic, because
the stories are told from the point of view of the animal. That’s the key: English animal stories are about “social relations,” American ones are about
people killing animals; Canadian ones are about animals being killed, as
felt emotionally from inside the fur and feathers. As you can see, Moby-Dick as told by the White Whale would be very different. (“Why is
that strange man chasing me around with a harpoon?”) For a Canadian
version of whale-meets-whaler, see E. J. Pratt’s “The Cachalot,” in which
it’s the whale’s death – not the whaler’s – that we mourn. (The whaler,
incidentally, is from New England.…)
“The fact that these stories are true is the reason why all are tragic. The life of a wild animal always has a tragic end,” says Seton in the
Preface to Wild Animals I Have Known. He’s defending his position as a
realist, a purveyor of truth. However, “realism” in connection with animal stories must always be a somewhat false claim, for the simple reason
that animals do not speak a human language; nor do they write stories.
It’s impossible to get the real inside story, from the horse’s mouth so to
speak. “Animal” stories must be stories written by people about animals,
just as “Indian” stories have until very recently been stories written by
white people about Indians. In the latter case the Indian tends to be
made into a symbol; onto him the white man projects his own desire or
fear. And so with the animal. “We and the beasts are kin,” says Seton,
all but acknowledging this connection.
The world of Nature presented by Seton and Roberts is one in which
the animal is always a victim. No matter how brave, cunning, and strong
he is, he will be killed eventually, either by other animals (which these
authors don’t seem to mind too much; it’s part of the game) or by men.
Seton, especially, reverses the Nature-as-Monster pattern in stories such
as “Lobo,” “The Springfield Fox,” and “Redruff.” Here it is man who is
Selections from Survival
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the threat and the villain: the animals suffer much more through men,
with their snares, traps, chains, and poisons, than they would through
other animals, who are at least quick. The amount of elegiac emotion expended over the furry corpses that litter the pages of Seton and Roberts
suggests that “tragic” is the wrong word; “pathetic” would be a better
one. Tragedy requires a flaw of some kind on the part of the hero, but
pathos as a literary mode simply demands that an innocent victim suffer.
Seton and Roberts rarely offer their victims even a potential way out. As
James Polk says in his essay “Lives of the Hunted,”
These doleful endings and the number of stoic moose, tragic bears, grouse dying in the snow, woodchucks devoured,
salmon failing to make it upstream, grief-stricken wolves
and doomed balls of fur, feathers or quills squealing for dead
mothers tend to instill a certain fatalism in the reader.…
If animals in literature are always symbols, and if Canadian animal stories present animals as victims, what trait in our national psyche do these
animal victims symbolize? By now that should be an easily guessed riddle, but before unravelling it more fully let’s consider two later examples
of the realistic animal story as genre.
Though Lucas claims that “nature writing, particularly the animal
story, had its hey-day in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries” and has “long passed,” two widely read books have appeared since
then which refute him: Fred Bodsworth’s Last of the Curlews and Farley
Mowat’s Never Cry Wolf. In Bodsworth’s novel the central characters are
two birds, the last pair of their species. The book follows them through
a season of their life; at its end the female curlew is shot by a man with a
gun and the male curlew is left alone. Mowat’s book is ostensibly a truelife account of the author’s study of a pair of Arctic wolves. The wolves,
seen at first as savage predators, emerge as highly commendable beings.
But they too are doomed; in an epilogue the author tells us that soon
after his visit a Predator Control Officer planted the wolves’ den with
cyanide, presumably finishing them off.
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The difference between the earlier Seton and Roberts stories and the
later Bodsworth and Mowat ones is that in the former it is the individual
only who dies; the species remains. But Last of the Curlews is, as its name
implies, the story of the death of a species, and Mowat indicates that
not just the wolves but also the caribou and with them the whole Arctic
ecological balance [are] threatened by the white man’s short-sighted and
destructive policies. Man is again the villain, but on a much larger scale.
…
Turning to recent prose fiction, we find the animal as victim making a
significant appearance in the work of David Godfrey. Death Goes Better
with Coca-Cola, Godfrey’s first book, is essentially a collection of hunting stories. The point is made partly by the title, which links death with
Coca-Cola, the great American beverage; partly by the initial quote,
which is from biologist Konrad Lorenz’s book On Aggression and which
speaks of the destructive effects cultures regarded as “higher” – “as the
culture of a conquering nation usually is” – have on those on “the subdued side”; and partly by the first story, “The Generation of Hunters,”
which is about a boy who is taught by his father how to shoot bears and
who grows up to be a Marine. Americans, “the conquering nation,” are
the killers, Canadians are the killed, as the last story, “The Hard-Headed Collector,” makes clear. The slaughter of moose and fish which occurs
elsewhere in the stories, and which is performed in some cases by Canadians, is thus given an ironic framework: Canadians too can be hunters,
but only by taking a stance towards Nature which is like the stance of
America towards them. The only “authentic” hunters are those who must
still kill to eat, the Indians and locals who “really live here.” The rest are
fakes, memento hunters, as the man who sets out to catch a flying fish in
“The Flying Fish” learns when the fish he is allowed to hook turns out
to be made of polyfoam. “It is something to mount on my wall,” he says.
There’s a fascinating poem by Alden Nowlan called “Hunters” which
takes Americans-as-hunters a step further. The hunters, “Americans in
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scarlet breeches,” have shot a bear which is roped to their car; one of them
gets out to check the knots, looking “boyish,” and Nowlan comments:
… One senses how this cowed
and squalid beast enlivens him – its pain
and cornered anger squelched in the dark wood
that ornaments his world. It’s like a child
sprung from the violent act but tamed and good,
decoratively….
The Americans have been performing their ritual act of “taming” Nature
by killing one of its animals, but somehow the thing is no longer real;
the dark wood is now just ornamental, the dead animal a decoration, not
something that can be seen as itself:
… He can’t see it wild,
alive in its own element. He might
as well have bought it and perhaps he did:
guides trap and sell them out by weight
to hunters who don’t want to hunt. The dead
beast-thing secured, the car starts homeward. There
bear skins are rugs, a den is not a lair.
Canada and America have interesting roles in this poem. America’s
hunter-energy is running down, though a dead animal can still produce
an enlivening thrill. Canada is the place where Americans now come to
hunt. The dead bear is Canadian, a trophy to be taken from “here” to
“there,” and “there” is seen as civilized, safe, non-wild, a place of rituals
that have lost their meaning and of fake surfaces, of living skins turned
into rugs. The function of the Canadian “guides” is curious; they are the
middlemen, converting their own live reality to dead trophies so they
can sell it. The narrative stance hovers tantalizingly between sympathy
for the bear and potential fear of it; at any rate, the bear is real for the
narrator in a way that it is not for the Americans.
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We’ve established that the animal as victim is a persistent image in
Canadian literature; now here’s a further clue to its possible meaning.
Biologist Desmond Morris conducted a survey of people’s reactions to
animals, through which he made the not surprising discovery that the
animals people choose to identify with depend on the size and age of the
people. Small children like large “parental” animals such as bears and
elephants; slightly older children prefer white mice and squirrels and
other things smaller than themselves which they can control; adolescents
like companion or sexual-power figures such as dogs and horses; childless couples tend to favour substitute children such as cats, lapdogs, and
housebirds. Very rarely is an animal liked or disliked for itself alone; it is
chosen for its symbolic anthropomorphic values.
Elderly people in England tended to identify with threatened or
nearly extinct species; obviously they themselves felt threatened or nearly extinct. But in Canada it is the nation as a whole that joins in animal-salvation campaigns such as the protest over the slaughter of baby
seals and the movement to protect the wolf. This could – mistakenly, I
think – be seen as national guilt: Canada after all was founded on the
fur trade, and an animal cannot painlessly be separated from its skin.
From the animal point of view, Canadians are as bad as the slave trade or
the Inquisition; which casts a new light on those beavers on the nickels
and caribou on the quarters. But it is much more likely that Canadians
themselves feel threatened and nearly extinct as a nation, and suffer also
from life-denying experience as individuals – the culture threatens the
“animal” within them – and that their identification with animals is the
expression of a deep-seated cultural fear. The animals, as Seton says,
are us. And for the Canadian animal, bare survival is the main aim in
life, failure as an individual is inevitable, and extinction as a species is a
distinct possibility.
A search for animal victims in Québec literature uncovers an interesting phenomenon: the “realistic” version of the animal victim is almost
unknown. Animals, when they appear, are more likely to be Aesop-fable
humanoids like the bull in Jacques Ferron’s story “Mélie and the Bull.”
The explanation may lie in the persistence of the French fable tradition
Selections from Survival
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in Québec; or it may be that French Canadians have been more than
willing to see themselves as victims, conquered and exploited, while
English Canadians suppressed this knowledge of themselves – they won
on the Plains of Abraham, didn’t they? – and were able to project it only
through their use of animal images.
However, there is one encounter with an animal in French-Canadian literature which could be straight out of Ernest Thompson Seton:
I’m thinking of the moment in Gabrielle Roy’s The Hidden Mountain [La
Montagne secrète] where Pierre, having hunted down a caribou, finally
kills it and it turns upon him a gaze full of resignation and suffering.
This gaze exchanged between a hunter and an animal either dying or
threatened with death – and it’s usually a deer, moose, or caribou – is a
recurring moment in Canadian literature; in it the hunter identifies with
his prey as suffering victim. For an example from Seton, see The Trail of
the Sandhill Stag, in which the narrator finally corners a stag after a long
hunt but can’t shoot because – during that meaningful gaze – he realizes
that the stag is his brother.
In The Bush Garden, Northrop Frye notes “the prevalence in Canada
of animal stories, in which animals are closely assimilated to human
behaviour and emotions.” I would add that the human behaviour and
emotions in question are limited in range, being usually flight, fear, and
pain. Applying Morris’s findings, we may infer that the English Canadian projects himself through his animal images as a threatened victim,
confronted by a superior alien technology against which he feels powerless, unable to take any positive defensive action, and, survive each crisis
as he may, ultimately doomed.
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CHAPTER 19

Political Science: Realism in
Roberts’s Animal Stories (1996)
Misao Dean1
In that country the animals
have the faces of people
– Margaret Atwood, “The Animals in That Country”
Charles G. D. Roberts’s animal stories are usually discussed as an attempt to create a new kind of animal character, one which would not be
an anthropomorphic copy of human psychology nor a one-dimensional
allegory but a “real” animal based on the most up-to-date science and
on accurate personal observation.2 Critics read the stories as marking
an important stage in the development of Canadian realism, citing the
development of credible animal characters and the location of the stories
in a meticulously accurate and recognizable New Brunswick landscape.3
But these analyses of Roberts’s animal stories as “realistic” have failed
to take account of the ideology implicit in realist technique. Even in the
most “realistic” text, “the thing represented does not appear in a moment
of pure identity.”4 Far from “reflecting” reality, Roberts’s stories create as
369

reality a natural world which is inflected with assumptions about human
personality and masculinity as norm which are endemic to his historical
period.
Critical approaches to Roberts’s stories are dominated by the assumption that in good writing language directly corresponds to material
reality: “most critics have agreed … that an intimate, almost transparent
connection between diction and object, between the word and the phenomenal world, is the hallmark of Roberts’s best writing.”5 Terry Whalen
sums up Roberts’s “legacy to Canadian novelists” as his demonstration of
how to represent in prose “the world as a tangible reality, human beings
as recognizable entities, and settings as actual locales.”6 John Lennox
praises Roberts’s ability to depict, “in a realistic way, animals as animals in relation to their place in the actual, natural world”7 and Joseph
Gold locates “myth,” which he argues structures all of Roberts’s stories,
“within the framework of an accurate survey of natural history.”8 While
Gold, Margaret Atwood, Robert H. MacDonald, and Thomas R. Dunlap emphasize the way the stories result from a dialectical relationship
between material reality and the “shaping consciousness” of the artist,
ultimately their critical judgments are based on the tenet that the stories
are “true” in some ultimate sense – “true” to an observable physical reality and (perhaps) “true” to an underlying and universally (or, in the case
of Atwood, nationally) valid mythical structure.
The verisimilitude of the stories is often confirmed by contrasting
them to contemporary animal stories such as the sentimental novels of
Anna Sewell and Marshall Saunders, or the two Jungle Books of Rudyard
Kipling.9 Sewell’s Black Beauty and Saunders’s Beautiful Joe self-consciously create quasi-human “personalities” for their animal characters in
order to foster reader identification, and so forward their animal-rights
politics. Kipling, whose Jungle Book is “in no sense realistic,” creates animal characters who are descendants equally of the proverbial animals
of Aesop and of “Indian folk wisdom.”10 All of these stories are infused
with various kinds of Victorian ideological baggage: racist and colonialist attitudes in the case of Kipling, and the sentimental evocation of suffering innocence in order to arouse public concern in the cases of Sewell
370
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and Saunders. In addition, their use of intrusive moralizing and their
romantic and implausible plots make them technically less “realistic.”
Placing Roberts’s animal stories in the context of these (now) obviously
unrealistic works has the effect of making them seem objective and materially “real” by contrast.
Roberts invites such judgments when he presents the creation of a
“realistic” animal personality based on taxonomy and the new science of
psychology as the major innovation of the animal story as genre. Roberts argues that previous generations of writers had imposed an anthropomorphic self upon their animal characters in order to create moral
fables for their readers. In contrast, his stories grew out of the scientific
observation evident in their immediate predecessors, the hunting “story
of adventure and the anecdote of observation.”11 The first, he states, generated a taxonomy of animals: “Precise and patient scientists made the
animals their care, observing with microscope and measure, comparing
bones, assorting families, subdividing subdivisions, till at length, all the
animals of significance to man were ticketed neatly, and laid bare, as far
as their material substance was concerned.”12 The second generated an
interest in animal psychology, which he considers to be an inductive science whose methodology led inevitably to the conclusion that “animals
can and do reason.”13 Observation confirmed Darwin’s speculation that
if humans evolved from “lesser” animals and shared many traits with
them, then reason (in a rudimentary form) might also be a common attribute; from this Roberts developed his idea that animals must possess
a “personality, individuality, mentality”14 which is distinctive, and which
he contrasts positively to “mere instinct and automatism.”15
But the language of Roberts’s animal stories cannot transparently
reproduce material reality, for no realism is transparent: “in so far as
language is a way of articulating experience, it necessarily participates
in ideology.”16 All realistic works rely on the evocation of cultural codes
which are ideological; they construct the real rather than reflect it. This
is not to say that Roberts’s stories are not technically accomplished, or
that they are ideologically suspect: even less does it suggest that they are
consciously deceptive or bad. Rather, despite their modernist technique
Politica l Science
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of minimizing the intrusion of the narrator, despite their evocative description and claims to scientific accuracy, we cannot judge naïvely that
they reproduce reality. The stories demand analysis as “realist,” that is, as
attempts to create an illusion of reality. What they choose to signify as
“real” is as important an area of analysis as how they signify it.
The ideology within which Roberts’s stories speak is the masculinist
discourse of the early twentieth century in which the “primal” experiences of hunting, scouting, and woodcraft serve as an antidote for the
feminized life of the industrial city dweller: “From 1890 to 1930 the
‘Nature Movement’ was at its height in the United States,” providing a
focus for “conventional western ambivalence about ‘civilization.’”17 North
Americans in an increasingly urban society idealized the (American)
frontiersman and the (Canadian) trapper or voyageur; the British created a popular image of “empire” which relied upon the enterprise of the
“clean-limbed” and active irregular troops, offered as a model for the
supposedly lazy and immoral members of the urban working class. The
perceived “crisis of masculinity” in English, American, and Canadian
cultures consisted in the belief that men were becoming “soft,” physically weak and morally corrupt through sedentary or industrial work. The
construction of homosexuality in the discourse surrounding the trial of
Oscar Wilde and the “decadence” of the 1890s produced a corresponding
emphasis on “cleanliness,” physical fitness, and sexual autonomy in the
first decades of the twentieth century. The popular literature of empire
portrayed British colonies as appropriate fields for the exercise of British
masculinity, preferably through a “cleansing” encounter with the natural
world in adventures which emphasized “instinctive” reactions; the ability of the frontiersmen or backwoodsmen to adapt to and overcome any
conditions was the stuff of popular novels set in the American West,
along the Canadian Railway, or in south-central Africa.18
In order to provide the reader with a “return to nature” without requiring a “return to barbarism,” Roberts’s animal stories create animals
as models of ideal autonomous selfhood, masculine and free from the
taint of civilized life; by representing these animals in deep communion with human observers, they reproduce the selfhood of the reader as
372
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similarly autonomous, masculine, and free.19 By encouraging identification with the animal subject, and with the position of the knowledgeable
backwoodsman who lingers in the text as author and authorizer, the
stories literally “naturalize” the position of reader as the result of this
supposed primal return to the essence of being-in-nature.
But the human selfhood which is attributed to the animals is the
ideological cover story for the subjectivity which the stories create. For
while the animals as individuals are attributed freedom and agency, they
are also “subjected” by a discourse which figures them as “the same as”
humans, yet places them in a material and evolutionary hierarchy which
is dominated by humans.20 Similarly, the reader is “subjected” by the
structural identification with animals, who are theorized as wholly material beings acting according to “natural laws,” and with the predatory
male human observer for whose specular consumption the drama of animal life is offered. The “return to nature” promised by “the Animal Story” is promised to the male reader who by its means is offered a subject
position of competence and mastery directly linked to his biological heritage as white male human being, crown and end product of evolution.21
The theories of Charles Darwin were inevitably brought to aid this
discourse. The struggle for existence, natural selection, and evolution
were widely thought to apply to the human species at the turn of the century, and their application formed the basis of the developing discipline
of sociobiology. Despite Darwin’s own careful disclaimers on this issue,
responses to his work dominated the newly founded discipline of sociology, especially in the United States. One school of thought held that
Darwin had merely projected onto the natural world the human society
he saw around him; Marx, for example, wrote that “it is remarkable how
Darwin recognizes among beasts and plants his English society, with its
division of labour, competition, opening up of new markets, ‘inventions,’
and the Malthusian ‘struggle for existence’ … in Darwin, the animal
kingdom figures as a civil society.”22 This contention was supported by
Darwin’s own admission that he had drawn his idea of the “struggle for
existence” from Malthus’s work on human population. Other thinkers,
such as Herbert Spencer, argued that the “laws” of nature discovered by
Politica l Science
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Darwin to govern the animal kingdom ought to be guides for social policy, and still others argued that Darwin’s description of the struggle for
existence, or “survival of the fittest,” ought to motivate people to adapt
and create cooperative, moral organizational structures which would
similarly ensure survival.23 In the United States, naturalists and museum collectors commented on the supposed nuclear structure of animal
families and constructed a fantasy of the peaceable kingdom in order to
naturalize a conservative solution to social unrest: “‘naked eye science’
could give direct vision of social peace and progress despite the appearances of class war and decadence.”24 What all of these streams of thought
held in common was the importance of biological science in determining
appropriate ways to view human societies, and the salience of the “social
analogy underlying Darwin’s description of the natural order.”25
In short, the animal “self ” created by the stories, while naturalized
by scientific theory and reported observation, is the very human self created by “classic realist fiction.”26 The animals masquerade as “other,” but
like the bull, cat, fox, and wolf of Atwood’s poem (“The Animals in
That Country”), they are really (m)animals, reproductions of the ideological subject offered to turn-of-the-century readers of realist fiction.
Like the sentimental and self-consciously human animals of Sewell or
Saunders, these (m)animals cannot claim to convey “the non-human aspect of [their] existence” except as absence.27 In a culture increasingly
obsessed with the “biological” or “natural” basis of human action, in
which responses to Darwinism were the dominant sociological theory,
Roberts’s (m)animals function as simulacra of social subjects, and their
motivations, actions, and fates are created by the conventions of realist
narrative, turn-of-the-century gender politics, and the historical intersection of biological and sociological discourses.
The stories which fall into Roberts’s category of “animal biography”
offer examples of the way that conventional manipulation of realist “point
of view” works to create subjectivity. Using conventional third-person
narration, Roberts creates the physical perspective and psychological
motivation to substantiate the subjectivity of his animal characters and
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to structure the identification of reader with character. In “The Little
Homeless One,” the title character encounters a goshawk in a rabbit run:
The runway was narrow, and densely overarched by low
branches, so it was impossible that the great bird could have
seen him from the upper air.… The beautiful, fierce-eyed bird
was not home upon the level earth. His deadly talons were not
made for walking, but for perching and for slaying. His realm
was the free spaces of the air, and here in the runway he could
not spread his wings. His progress was so slow, laborious and
clumsy that, but for the glare of his level, piercing eyes he
could have seemed grotesque.28
The narrative here describes the scene from the physical point of view of
the rabbit, which is the only perspective from which “the glare of [the
goshawk’s] level, piercing eyes” and his laborious, clumsy movements
would be visible. The rabbit’s perspective is also represented in the focus
on the talons, whose functions are described with the elevated diction
(“slaying”) which gives them a mythic importance for the vulnerable
rabbit. As the anecdote continues, the rabbit is attributed a psychology
which includes not only fear, but “curiosity.” “Gifted beyond his fellows
with the power of learning from experience,” the “Homeless One” learns
to be “a little suspicious” of rabbit runs, and retains this knowledge as a
guide to future action.29
The perspective of the rabbit in “The Little Homeless One” alternates with addresses to the reader which reproduce the discourse of romantic nature; the goshawk is described as “beautiful,” an inhabitant of
the “realm” of the “free air.” Thus in addition to the positioning of the
reader as identified with the subject animal, the narrative also invites
the reader to participate in a discourse of “natural description” which
positions him as knowledgeable observer, identified with the backwoodsman/author who directs his gaze. In “Mothers of the North,” this
identification is structured by the creation of a physical perspective on
the action which writer and reader share. From the open water both the
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walrus herd and the attacking polar bear and her cub are visible. The
narrative occasionally lodges a sweeping third-person description of a
scene in the consciousness of one animal, such as the old bull who is
“on watch,” or in the mind of the polar bear herself, who analyzes the
scene for the most effective angle of attack, but the dominant perspective
is that of the human viewer, as in this description of the walrus herd:
“They were not, it must be confessed, a very attractive company, these
uncouth sea-cattle. The adults were from ten to twelve feet in length,
round and swollen looking as hogsheads, quite lacking the adornment
of tails, and in colour of a dirty yellow-brown. Sparse bristles, scattered
over their hides in rusty patches, gave them a disreputable, moth-eaten
look.”30 Specific dimensions, alternative vocabulary (“sea-cattle”), and
colour references are “concrete details” that establish the referentiality
of the description for the reader; the metaphors implied by “hogsheads”
and “moth-eaten,” in addition to the attributes of uncouthness, unattractiveness, and disreputability, provide the connotative aspects of the “authorial vision.” This description, a demonstration of “reality” as “shaped”
by the implied consciousness of the author, demonstrates the way that
the text is constructed as a direct communication from one autonomous
individual (author) to another (reader) and places both as observers of
the scene.
In stories such as “King of the Mamozekel” and “The Little Homeless One” (in The Vagrants of the Barren and Other Stories) and “King of
the Flaming Hoops” and “The Monarch of Park Barren” (in Kings in Exile), Roberts uses the conventional biographical narrative pattern to reify
both reader and character as subjects. In accordance with the conventions
of the genre, the stories present a chronology of individuals from birth
through maturity, offering the unified narrative of exposition, rising action, climax, and dénouement which reproduces “character” as the determinant of action in both life and art. Roberts’s animal “personalities”
are autonomous, and like the heroes of romance, create that autonomy by
leaving home, undergoing adventures, and often returning to or re-establishing that home. Animals experience free choice through action which
is “psychologically motivated”; they express their desire through action,
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and their desire is eventually contained in the achievement of full adult
autonomy and the opportunity to mate. In “King of the Mamozekel,” a
moose is ejected from “home” by his mother’s new mate; after winning
his own mate, and sustaining challenges for her possession, he achieves
full selfhood by confronting his unreasoning fear of bears (created by the
memory of being mauled as a calf) in a duel with a bear who attacks his
own son. In “The Odyssey of the Great White Owl” (in Lure of the Wild),
an arctic owl recently bereaved of his mate experiences a restless desire
to travel which is only assuaged when he encounters a mateless female.
In “The Little Homeless One,” a snowshoe rabbit, abandoned when his
mother nurses a new litter, learns through observation and experience
how to preserve his life from cunning predators and pass on his superior
physical traits to his young. In Kings in Exile, animals removed from the
wild soon after birth experience a relentless desire for freedom which
creates a psychological kinship with man, and often results in their regaining freedom.
The values celebrated in these (m)animal “biographies” are predictable: independence, physical superiority, the ability to learn and adapt,
superior cunning, honesty, trust, the ability to cooperate toward material
ends. “The Little Homeless One” survives an attack on his abandoned
siblings because he is independent enough to leave the nest; the “King
of the Mamozekel” is admirable because of his physical size and ability
to defeat rival males. Both survive because they learn from experience,
the “King” from his encounter with bears, the “homeless one” from his
observation of predators who stalk the rabbit runs. Blue Fox, the “Master of Supply” (in Vagrants) prevails over his enemies because he shows
prudence, “wise forethought,” and “discretion,” by burying the fruits of
his summer hunting in “cold storage” next to the permafrost to be eaten
in winter; this animal expression of the Protestant work ethic has also
learned to organize, calling on the aid of his fellow foxes to drive away
marauders.
The realist technique of closure formally resolves the issues of the
protagonists’ lives, whether structured to reinforce a positive teleology of progressive evolution or to shock the reader into recognizing the
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impartiality of “science.” The protagonists of Roberts’s “anecdotes of observation” sometimes die meaningless deaths, dictated by random fate or
undeserved bad luck: in these stories, such as “When Twilight Falls on
the Stump Lots” (in Kindred), the strength of animal character and the
persistence of animal endurance are irrelevant to the final disposition of
things, and the reader’s identification with the animal characters results
in a sense of the irrelevance of spiritual values to the workings of “natural
law.” But the heroes of “animal biographies” often die the “good deaths”
dictated by the genre. When the snowshoe rabbit makes himself a target
for predators by thumping a warning to other rabbits, “The Homeless
One, as truly as many a hero of history and song, die[s] for the safety of
his tribe.”31 In both, “natural law” is triumphant, for despite the death
of the individual, “The Homeless One” continues his line through his
(numerous) offspring.
Following the conventions of biography, only outstanding male animals achieve the simple personality which characterizes the animal biographies. In these stories the linguistic practice of referring to animals
using generic male pronouns has the effect of producing a natural world
in which the vast majority of animals are gendered male. A survey of the
stories published throughout Roberts’s career and posthumously reveals
that the male is the norm; female animals appear only in the context
of their reproductive functions, as “mate” or mother of the protagonist,
actors in the struggle for existence only when procuring food for their
(male) young. Animals who initially appear in the text as “it” (usually
insects, such as the giant water-beetle in “In a Summer Pool”) become
“he” when credited with voluntary action, instinct, or emotion.32 Individual animals designated by a generic species name, such as “Red Fox,”
“Blue Fox,” “The Little Homeless One,” are always male; exemplars of
the best of their breed, “King of the Mamozekel” or “Lord of the Air,” or
the captive animals in Kings in Exile, are always male. Realist technique
in fiction depends upon the creation of such “typical” characters which,
rather than representing the average or ordinary specimen, join together a myriad of qualities which were considered desirable: in scientific
circles at the turn of the century, the concept of the “typical” animal
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specimen included not only extraordinary physique, physical perfection,
and virtuous character, but – definitively – maleness.33 The effect whereby this “generic male” becomes simply male is well known: Casey Miller
and Kate Swift, in Words and Women, recount the way that the generic
“he” used to designate animals creates a presumption that “the male is
the norm, and the assumption that all animals are male unless they are
known to be female.”34
Such (m)animals are not neutrally designated male as a matter of
grammatical convenience; in Roberts’s stories male animals display
many of the characteristics typically associated with human masculinity at the turn of the century. Like the television programs on natural
history, museum dioramas, and Disney movies which they spawned,
these stories reify gender difference as the primary category of human
experience by projecting it onto the natural world: “Here in the animal kingdom, a natural world of male dominance and aggression is
revealed. Here are males defending their property (territory or wives).
Here are females selecting their mates as ‘good’ parents, either for their
genetic endowments or their ability to provide.”35 Roberts’s male animals achieve an independence marked by love of adventure, superior
mental skills, competitiveness, instinctive love of hunting, and virility.36
In contrast, female animals are motivated primarily by mother-love;37
the occasional unmated female characteristically displays simple cruelty
and bloodlust and represents an uncontrollable, immoral wildness which
demands human control.38 Male animals are the agents of sexual desire
in the stories: while cow moose sometimes feel “jealousy” at the idea of
a female rival, male moose are driven into “an insurrection of madness,
and suspense, and sweetness,” owls into migrations, and ganders enticed
to flee captivity by sexual desire.39 In an almost parodic representation
of the rabbit’s legendary potency, “The Little Homeless One” is offered
numerous opportunities to mate, as female rabbits coyly lead him into
the bushes, flashing their haunches enticingly: “a sleek young doe met
him in the runway, and waved long ears of admiration at his comely
stature and length of limb. He stopped to touch noses and exchange
compliments with her. Coyly she hopped away, leading him into a cool,
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green-shadowed covert of sumach scrub.”40 He spends his days “hopping
lazily after a pair of does who were merely pretending, by way of sport,
to evade him.”41
Roberts’s depiction of the female animal’s role in reproduction is
particularly inflected with contemporary debates about the nature of
women. Progressive thinkers in the United States argued that species
evolution demanded that women should actively choose their own husbands, offering as evidence numerous animals species in which the female is dominant. Charlotte Perkins Gilman believed that men, by valuing small, weak, and frail “feminine” women as sexual partners, were
unnaturally retarding the evolution of humankind, and with sociologist
Lester Frank Ward she argued that women, as guardians of the species,
were more competent to choose the fathers of their children than men
were to choose the mothers.42 “King of the Mamozekel” depicts a cow
moose who, while indifferently awaiting the outcome of a purely male
battle in which she is the prize, yet has some concern in the affair beyond
passive acquiescence: “But as for the cow, she moved up from the waterside and looked on with a fine impartiality. What concerned her was
chiefly that none but the bravest and the strongest should be her mate – a
question which only fighting could determine. Her favour would go with
victory.”43 Motivated by mother-love, she awaits the opportunity to become the mate of the most physically aggressive and strong male moose,
a fit father for her children. The story intervenes in a debate about women by representing feminine animals who contradictorily exercise choice
by remaining passive. “The Little Homeless One,” in a popular distortion of Darwinian evolution, seems to assert that advantageous genetic
traits can only be passed from male parent to offspring, and that the
female has little role in the improvement of the species. The male rabbit
is “singled out, apparently, for the special favour of the Unseen Powers
of the Wilderness … to the end that he should grow up a peculiarly fine,
vigorous, and prepotent specimen of his race, and reproduce himself
abundantly, to the advantage, not only of the whole tribe of snowshoe
rabbits, but all of the hunting beasts and birds of the wilderness, who
chiefly depended upon that prolific and defenceless tribe for their prey.”44
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Mothers are represented as important in the nurture of their offspring,
but random (in the case of the “Homeless One,” exceedingly random)
and biologically unimportant factors in their nature.
Roberts emphasizes in “The Animal Story” the thematic and cultural
importance of a mutual recognition of kinship between human and animal, ritualized as a look “deep into the eyes of certain of the four-footed kindred.”45 This encounter is the theme of “stories of adventure with
beasts,” another of Roberts’s three categories of animal stories.46 In “The
Moonlight Trails,” the recurring character called simply “the boy” shares
with predatory animals the excitement of hunting and the kill: “His heart
leapt, his eyes flamed, and he sprang forward, with a little cry, as a young
beast might in sighting its first quarry.”47 Everywhere in Roberts’s stories
“man” is figured as a predator at the top of the food chain, sharing with
animals the desire to hunt and needing meat to maintain physical health
(see “Wild Motherhood” and “Savory Meats” in The Kindred of the Wild,
and The Heart of the Ancient Wood). Yet man also shares with animals
more complex identifications: “the boy” also identifies with his victim,
and in “Moonlight Trails” he vows never to snare rabbits again after
he witnesses the desecration of his snare by foxes. The stories in Kings
in Exile represent exchanges and partnerships between “man” and wild
animal, in which an identification based on the temporary emasculation
represented by civilized life is played out between captive zoo or circus
animals and their “masters.” In “Last Bull,” a relic of the dying race of
American bison is named by “two grim old sachems of the Dacotahs” in
symbolic recognition of their likeness; in “The Sun-Gazer,” Horner feels
such strong identification with a caged eagle that he purchases it in order
to set it free: “Horner could almost have cried, from pity and homesick
sympathy.”48 Stories of loyalty and honesty in relationships between human and animal, such as “Gray Master,” “Lord of the Flaming Hoops,”
and “Lone Wolf,” emphasize the homosocial culture in which these stories originate. The experience of identification, of seeing “a something,
before unrecognised, that answered to our inner and intellectual, if not
spiritual selves” in the lives and personalities of animals, is represented as
an exchange between male humans and male animals only.49
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Like the predators celebrated in Roberts’s stories as intelligent and
moral adversaries, “man” is also a “king,” “lord,” and “master” of the natural world. In “The Vagrants of the Barren,” the woodsman hero becomes
identified with his animal rivals in a struggle for existence: “His anger
rose as he realized he was at bay. The indomitable man-spirit awoke with
the anger. Sitting up suddenly, over the edge of the trench his deep eyes
looked out over the shadowy spaces of the night with challenge and defiance. Against whatever odds, he declared to himself, he was master.”50
The language here associates the protagonist’s animal defensiveness (“he
was at bay”) with his “indomitable man-spirit.” The two become further
identified as the story progresses, with the woodsman recognizing that
“No animal but man himself could hunt” in the blizzard he confronts,
and later choosing to spare the lives of a helpless caribou herd, foundered
in the snow: “through contact there in the savage darkness, a sympathy
passed between the man and the beast. He could not help it. The poor
beasts and he were in the same predicament, together holding the battlements of life against the blind and brutal madness of storm.”51 While
the story is structured to ironically challenge the protagonist’s “obstinate
pride in his superiority to the other creatures of the wilderness” by requiring the protagonist to descend to animality, it in fact “strikes the
chord of man’s innate superiority,” demonstrating it to consist in both
the physical strength and cunning which ensure survival, and the moral
ability to discern kinship and thus spare lives.52
The moment of mutual recognition and identification in these stories
reifies the subjectivity of reader and animal and situates that subjectivity within a network of ideological assumptions. The first of these is a
mutual recognition of shared conditions of life: both human and animal
are products of “natural laws,” most especially the struggle for existence,
and their lives are determined by material conditions. The second, and
intertwined, assumption, is their mutual rebellion against these conditions of life and their expression of the will to triumph in the struggle
for existence by killing, and in the achievement of a free, independent
life. “Man” is here assumed to be a predator like others, participating in
an implicit morality in which “good” predators learn to live peacefully
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among themselves through cooperation and kill only to survive (or to
improve the breed through competition), and “bad” predators are loners,
killing for sport and mad with “blood-lust.” This morality is not guaranteed by supernatural powers, but implied by the “laws” of evolution and
natural selection, which, as suggested in Roberts’s sonnet, “In the Wide
Awe and Wisdom of the Night,” may be the utterances of God, but need
not be.
“If representation is not to be conceived as a mirror held up to nature
but as a signifying practice, then it and not nature is responsible for its
statements, and political questions can be addressed to it.”53 By masquerading as “science,” Roberts’s animal stories do the work of politics, creating and maintaining a hierarchical power structure which is dominated
by humans, naturalizing the masculine as norm and asserting unified
autonomous human personality as a universal phenomenon. By effacing
their status as ideological text and masquerading as “concrete reality,”
the stories “[do] the work of ideology,” obscuring the arbitrary relationship between word and thing, discourse and subjectivity.54 The stories
occupy a place in the critical narrative of the development of realism in
Canadian fiction, not by allowing “the thing represented” to “appear in
a moment of pure identity,” but by constructing the reader as subject,
“naturally” predatory, material, and male.55
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CHAPTER 20

The “I” in Beaver:
Sympathetic Identification and
Self-Representation in Grey Owl’s
Pilgrims of the Wild (2007)
Carrie Dawson1
In her 1972 book Survival, Margaret Atwood compares American animal stories with Canadian animal stories and argues that the former are
about killing animals while the latter are about “animals being killed,
as felt emotionally from inside the fur and feathers.”2 James Polk made
a similar argument in the same year, suggesting that the difference between the two national traditions is that the former is concerned with “the
lives of the hunters” and the latter with “the lives of the hunted.” More
specifically, Polk cites Ernest Thompson Seton’s The Biography of a Grizzly as an example of a Canadian animal story and proposes that Seton’s
“sympathetic identification” with his subject is such that readers “have
no choice but to identify with his persecuted bears.”3 In an attempt to
rejuvenate a critical discussion about self-representation in semi-autobiographical Canadian animal stories, this analysis extends and interrogates
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the idea of sympathetic identification. But rather than arguing, like Polk
and Atwood, that sympathetic identification with persecuted animals is
an expression of the Canadian preoccupation with victimhood, I mean
to consider the behaviours that sympathetic identification produces and
the interests that it serves. The second aim of this analysis is to address
a concern which Bill Plumstead voiced in a recent letter to the editors of
Maclean’s magazine. Writing in response to an article concerned with the
depiction of Grey Owl in Richard Attenborough’s eponymously named
movie, Plumstead points out that “the Canadian literary establishment”
has appraised the nature writer’s identity claims while neglecting his
writing because a “fraud writing about beavers is apparently an embarrassment to the custodians of CanLit.”4 Because I am sympathetic to
Plumstead’s argument that literary criticism “is surely an appraisal of
texts, not personalities,”5 I accept his letter as a challenge and, through
an analysis of the relationship between sympathetic identification and
cross-cultural identification in Grey Owl’s Pilgrims of the Wild (1935), I
will explore one way in which those of us inclined to identify as “custodians of CanLit” might usefully approach the question of how Canadian
literary criticism has negotiated – and failed to negotiate – the relationship between and among human and non-human cultures.

T H E “ I ” I N S Y M PAT H Y
In The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759), Adam Smith defines sympathy
as an imaginative act in which we become “in some measure the same
person” as the object of our sympathy.6 Like Smith, the psychologist
Robert Katz foregrounds ideas of transformation and coalescence in his
more recent definition of sympathy as an “as-if behaviour.”7 But unlike
Smith, Katz emphasizes that sympathy involves a degree of self–other
differentiation when he writes: “Abandoning our own self, we seem to
become fused with and absorbed in the inner experience of the other
person.”8 According to Katz, sympathy involves an illusion of oneness
rather than a fusion of self and Other because the self-abandon experi388
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enced by the sympathizing subject stops short of total self-abnegation.
That said, sympathy is nevertheless experienced as a sort of fusion of self
and Other because the “as-if ” identification with another being temporarily obscures the self–Other differentiation on which the experience of
sympathetic identification is predicated.
Although Katz addresses the sympathy that exists between two
people, his argument can usefully be applied to the sympathy expressed
by authors who identify with their animal subjects. Specifically, Katz’s
emphasis on the temporary self-forgetfulness of sympathy has important
ramifications for the study of nature writing and the subgenre of animal stories, insofar as those who write about the natural world typically
downplay their own self-consciousness in an effort to communicate the
sympathy and wonder with which they view their surroundings.9 Because the frequently “self-forgetful” narrators of animal stories tend to
communicate their sympathy for the animals about which they write by
emphasizing a similarity or kinship between themselves and their subjects, Katz’s argument about the assumption of oneness is also of interest.
At the very least, it urges us to examine the ways in which oneness gets
assumed in animal stories – to ask, “How is the narrator’s self-transformation structured?” and “What are its implications?”
Following Thoreau’s description of nature writing as a literature
which urges the natural world to “flower in a truth” through “direct intercourse and sympathy,”10 numerous ecocritics have examined the rhetoric
of sympathy in nature writing. Relatively few, however, have considered
the relationship between sympathetic identification and cross-cultural
identification. In the recent history of nature writing in Canada, the
need to do so has been made clear on at least three occasions. First, in
1903 the highly regarded American naturalist John Burroughs published
an article, “Real and Sham Natural History,” in which he argued that
claims made by Ernest Thompson Seton in Wild Animals I Have Known
were so outlandish that the book should have been called “Wild Animals I
Alone Have Known.”11 Thirty-five years later, a small Ontario newspaper
published an article alleging that Grey Owl, the best-selling author of
stories about the Canadian wilderness, had misrepresented himself as
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a Native American. Moreover, in 1996 Saturday Night ran an article by
John Goddard in which he argued that the accounts of Inuit culture in
Farley Mowat’s People of the Deer are based on a series of wholly fictitious
visits to Inuit camps.
Although Mowat likely romanticized his relationships with Inuit
communities in the Canadian Arctic, and Seton identified with Native American cultures to the extent that he often referred to himself as
“Black Wolf,” it is Grey Owl’s identification as a Native American that
makes him the obvious candidate for a discussion of the relationship
between sympathetic identification and self-representation in Canadian
animal stories. Thus, in an attempt to determine how the rhetoric of
sympathy functions as a vehicle for self-transformation in Canadian animal stories, I will consider Grey Owl’s account of his conversion from
trapping to animal conservation in his best-selling book Pilgrims of the
Wild.

T H E “ I ” I N B E AV E R
Grey Owl was born Archibald Stansfeld Belaney in 1888 in Sussex,
England. In 1906 he left England and moved to Canada, where he
worked as a trapper and a guide. While living in the Temagami district
of Ontario and later, while serving with the Canadian Armed Forces
in France during World War I, Grey Owl circulated false stories about
his upbringing in the American south-west as the child of an Apache
woman and a Scotsman employed by the Buffalo Bill Show. After returning to Canada, Grey Owl gave up trapping and, at the suggestion
of his third wife, Anahareo, he directed his energies toward protecting
the beaver. As Grey Owl, he also embarked on a career as a writer and a
public speaker. His success was such that, in a bid to increase the profile
of the Canadian National Parks, Parks Canada employed him as the
resident conservationist in Saskatchewan’s Prince Albert National Park
and installed him in a tailor-made cabin called “Beaver Lodge,” where
he remained until his death in April 1938. Although numerous people
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suspected that Grey Owl’s claims to Native ancestry were exaggerated
if not entirely false, their suspicions were not given a public voice until
the day after his death, when the North Bay Nugget published an article
alleging that his identity claims were false. In the following weeks papers all over Canada and England carried the news that he whom Lloyd
Roberts had dubbed “the first Indian that really looked like an Indian”
was an Englishman.12
In his 1973 biography of Grey Owl, Lovat Dickson – who was Grey
Owl’s publisher and dedicated promoter – described his subject’s effect
on the Canadian public this way: “This voice from the forests momentarily releases us from some spell. In contrast with Hitler’s screaming,
ranting voice, and the remorseless clang of modern technology, Grey
Owl’s words evoked an unforgettable charm, lighting in our minds the
vision of a cool, quiet place, where men and animals lived in love and
trust together.”13 On the one hand, Dickson, who was raised in Canada,
suggests that the huge attraction that Grey Owl had for the Canadian
public can be explained by the resurgence of primitivism in the years
leading up to World War II. While recognizing that Grey Owl was an
international rather than an exclusively national phenomenon, Dickson,
on the other hand, indicates that Grey Owl appealed to Canadians because he provided them (us) with a means of proving the rule of racial
difference while attesting to the specificity of Canadian culture. That
is, Grey Owl evoked a capitulation to an idealized image of Native difference. He rewarded an audience desirous of a peaceable kingdom by
offering them an image of themselves as the benevolent subjects of a
beneficent nation-state wherein the appreciation of indigenous culture
was such that all Canadians could live “in love and trust together.”
Sixty-five years later, our concerns about the destruction of our natural environment and the extinction of an alarming number of non-human species have led an ever-increasing number of people to turn to
aboriginal cultures for alternative ways of imagining the relationship
between humans and the natural environment. Given the extent to
which our anxieties about the welfare of the natural environment have
been translated into or expressed as renewed appetite for the platitudes
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of romantic primitivism (witness the present popularity of T-shirts, tattoos and tourist brochures that employ indigenous iconography), it is not
surprising that Grey Owl has recently been resurrected as something of
a popular hero. Since 1990 he has been the subject of two biographies,
one long poem, numerous essays, and a major – albeit unsuccessful –
Hollywood film.14 In contrast with Grey Owl’s early biographers, recent
critics are less inclined to naturalize or otherwise rationalize his claims
to Native American ancestry, but they do partake of an established consensus that his achievements as a conservationist are ultimately more
important than his identity claims. For example, in her 1991 essay “The
Grey Owl Syndrome,” Margaret Atwood felt compelled to apologize
for “drop[ping] the unfortunate Grey Owl” into contemporary debates
about identity, authenticity, and aboriginality.15 While I am of the opinion that Grey Owl’s longstanding misrepresentation of himself as a Native American is enough to warrant “drop[ping]” him into debates about
identity and aboriginality, I share Atwood’s reluctance to emphasize his
identity claims at the expense of his very successful attempts to popularize the Canadian wilderness. But because Grey Owl’s representation of
himself is inextricable from his representation of the wilderness, I think
that we need to consider how the two projects are related.
Pilgrims of the Wild is a semi-autobiographical account of Grey Owl’s
conversion from trapper to conservationist and caretaker of beaver. It is
largely concerned with the relationship that he and Anahareo had with
the beavers who shared their home. Although Grey Owl condenses some
major events in his life and omits others,16 the text is, for the most part,
a faithful record of Grey Owl’s experiences between 1927 and 1934. For
the most part, Grey Owl enlists standard autobiographical techniques
and refers to himself using the first person, thus narrowing the distance
between author and narrator. However, in the first pages of the Preface,
Grey Owl maintains a distance between himself and his narrator by using the third person. The Preface begins:
This is primarily an animal story; it is also the story of two
people, and their struggle to emerge from the chaos into
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which the failure of the fur trade, and the breaking down of
the old proprietary system of hunting grounds plunged the
Indian people, and not a few whites, during the last two decades.17
A few lines later these two people are further described as “a man and a
woman [… who] broke loose from their surroundings taking with them
all that was left to them of the once vast heritage of their people, their
equipment and two small animals as pets.”18 A few pages later Grey Owl
switches to first-person narration and identifies the “man” and “woman”
as himself and Anahareo, who is, he emphasizes, of Mohawk descent.
But before doing so, he intimates that “the vast heritage” of which he
speaks is Native ancestry. He does not say so explicitly, but he does caution the reader that “it is necessary to remember that though [this] is not
an altogether Indian story, it has an Indian background.”19 Grey Owl
subsequently explains that the ambiguous phrase “Indian background”
signifies an “attitude towards all nature.”20 He defines that “attitude”
by quoting a passage from John Gifford’s “Story of the Seminole War”
in which Gifford represents the indigenous people as “part of nature.”21
After expressing his support for Gifford’s argument, Grey Owl extends
that argument to include “those of other races who have resided for many
years in the wilderness.”22 The effect of this very inclusive and experientially oriented definition of indigeneity, one which figures indigenous
intimacy with nature as a form of training rather than a culturally specific mode of spirituality, is that it allows Grey Owl to establish that he
is indigenous without making any genealogical claims.
After establishing his “Indian background,” Grey Owl turns his
attention to the animal kingdom and attempts to demonstrate the similarly unique nature of his kinship with his animal subjects. First of all,
Grey Owl carefully differentiates himself from authors who “ascribe human attributes to animals”23 and he argues that if the “qualities” of the
animals in Pilgrims “are found to closely approximate some of our own,
it is because they have, unknown to us, always possessed them, and the
fault lies in our not having discovered sooner that these characteristics
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were not after all exclusively human.”24 While declarations of kinship
are, of course, standard fare in nature writing, Grey Owl’s declarations
of interspecies commonality are nevertheless intriguing in light of his
subsequent suggestion that the recognition of kinship is reciprocated by
the beaver. Specifically, Grey Owl, who came to be known as the “beaver man,”25 suggests that the beavers attribute animal characteristics to
Anahareo and himself. Referring to Jelly Roll – the beaver who became
famous in her own right as the star of five films produced by the Canadian Parks Board – Grey Owl says at various points in the narrative: “she
took me as much for granted as if I had also been a beaver”; “[she] gave
me a response of which I had not thought an animal capable”; and “[she]
seem[ed] to look on me as a contemporary, accepting me as an equal and
no more.”26 By suggesting that it is the beaver and not the writer who
is transformed by the feeling of sympathy, Grey Owl is able to detract
attention from his efforts to create and maintain an illusion of oneness
between himself and his subjects. At the same time, he is able to put the
onus for “self-forgetful” behaviour on the animals.
If we recall Atwood’s and Polk’s arguments that Canadian writers
of animal stories express a sympathetic identification with their subjects,
and Robert Katz’s definition of sympathy as an “as-if behaviour” which
involves an illusion of oneness, it is perhaps not altogether surprising
that Grey Owl’s attempt to communicate his sympathy for the beaver
involves identifying as a beaver: having stated his desire to avoid employing “coldly formal references to the writer himself in the third person,”
Grey Owl declares his determination to include “a few good healthy
unequivocating ‘I’s’ standing up honestly on their own hind legs.”27 Given that Grey Owl frequently comments on the beavers’ predilection for
standing on their hind legs and chattering, it can be inferred that he is
identifying his narrator with or as a beaver. This is also true of a subsequent episode in which he accompanies his description of returning to
his cabin to find that his “quarters have been invaded” with a drawing of
an open-mouthed beaver who stands in the doorway of a cabin above a
caption that reads, “My quarters have been invaded.”28 Given the placement of the caption, the repetition of its contents, and the preceding
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representation of the first-person narrator as four-legged, the caption
can be simultaneously attributed to the beaver, the narrator, and the
narrator-as-beaver.
Though it might be argued that Grey Owl’s metaphoric representation of a four-legged narrator is somewhat unusual, there is, of course,
nothing unusual about the extensive use of metaphors to figure the natural world. As James Olney points out, there is also nothing uncommon
about the use of metaphors to figure the self in autobiography. As Olney
elaborates,
A metaphor, then, [is that] through which we stamp our
own image on the face of nature, [it] allows us to connect
the known of ourselves to the unknown of the world, and,
making available new relational patterns, it simultaneously
organizes the self into a new and richer entity; so that the
old known self is joined to and transformed into the new, the
heretofore unknown, self.29
Not only does Grey Owl’s metaphor “stamp [his] own image on the face
of nature,” it also takes the narrator’s “sympathetic identification” with
his subject to its logical conclusion: with the image of a four-legged narrator, Grey Owl, himself, is “transformed” into “a new and richer entity”
who is, as the title suggests, “of the wild.”
McGinnis and McGinty were the names of the first pair of beaver
kits that Grey Owl and Anahareo raised. A year later the kits went missing and the couple adopted two more beavers who came to be known as
Jelly Roll and Rawhide. Despite Grey Owl’s promise not to “draw comparisons between man and beast, save in a few instances which are too
remarkable to be overlooked,”30 he persistently refers to the beavers with
metaphors that liken them to humans. For example, he calls them “Beaver People,” “Little Indians,” “Immigrants,” and “small ambassadors.”31
Jelly Roll is typically referred to as the “Queen” and, after Rawhide loses
a piece of his scalp in an accident, Grey Owl takes to calling him “the
Little Iroquois.”32 In an article entitled “The Beaver as Native and as
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Colonist,” Gordon Sayre offers one explanation for the wide-ranging
and unlikely combination of epithets employed by Grey Owl. Addressing the representation of beavers in Canada between the seventeenth
and nineteenth centuries, Sayre explains that the beaver’s “double status
– as a natural and social marvel when alive, and as a valuable commodity
when dead – caused representations of the beaver to become overdetermined with strong and contradictory ascriptions.”33 By the latter part of
the nineteenth century, one of the most common of these ascriptions
involved the application of “vanishing Indian” and related “Noble Savage” tropes to the endangered beaver.34 Like representations of the Noble
Savage, idealized portrayals of the beaver were intended to “compensate
for or justify its imminent demise.”35 However, the tropes functioned
differently in at least one important way: the rhetoric of Noble Savagery
underscored differences between indigenous and colonial culture, while
the figurative construction of the “Noble Beaver” underscored likenesses between the animal’s habits and early colonial culture in Canada.36
Eighteenth-century French travel writers like Pierre Charlevoix and
Nicolas Denys used the beaver to “elaborate a vision of colonial society
with all the hierarchy and social control of France.”37
Like Charlevoix and Denys, Grey Owl used the beaver to articulate a vision of an ideal society. However, Grey Owl’s “vision” differed
from that of Charlevoix and Denys in at least two ways. First, and most
importantly, Grey Owl’s ideal society was predicated on a respect for
animal rights. Secondly, while Charlevoix and Denys depended on a dichotomized representation of beavers and Natives to articulate their vision, Grey Owl’s idealized vision of the “wilderness” assumed an essential continuity between beavers and Native peoples. By sympathetically
identifying with both, Grey Owl was able to naturalize his production of
himself as Native: beavers, wrote Grey Owl, “were of the Wild as were
we” and “we,” he added, “are Indian.”38
Although Grey Owl certainly valued indigenous cultures as idealized images of life close to nature, he also valued them for their ability
to interpret, use, and express the natural environment. This is evident
in The Men of the Last Frontier, where he argues that “[Indians] have
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catalogued and docketed every possible combination of shape, sound,
and colour possible in their surroundings,” so “a disarrangement in the
set of leaves; the frayed edge of a newly broken stick, speak loud to the
Indian’s eye.”39 To the extent that this excerpt demonstrates Grey Owl’s
respect for the “the Indian” as animist and archivist, it also suggests that
his use of a metamorphizing narrator in Pilgrims constitutes an allusion
to an aboriginal tradition of storytelling in which changes between animals and humans occur frequently and are integral to the story. The
problem is, however, that even as Grey Owl underscores the virtues of
an indigenous narrative tradition given to interpreting and expressing an
environmental consciousness, he unwittingly demonstrates his distance
from such a tradition by representing his relation with the non-human
realm as largely a solitary affair: despite the narrating “I” who “stand[s]
up earnestly on [his] own hind legs” in order to produce a narrator that
is very much at home in the wilderness, images of isolation and alienation persist throughout Pilgrims. In the last pages of the book, Grey
Owl underscores the absence of a community that shares his ecological
consciousness. He declares, for example, that “the pilgrimage is over,”40
but it is evident that his “pilgrimage,” unlike most, has not ended with
a homecoming. The beavers are hibernating and, Anahareo, unable to
put up with Grey Owl’s solitary lifestyle, has left. Thus the writer pictures himself alone in the cabin which Parks Canada constructed as an
exact replica of one that he had shared with Anahareo and the beavers.
“Atavistic?” he asks. “Perhaps it is, but good has come of it.”41 Though
good certainly did come of Grey Owl’s very successful attempt to found
a beaver colony, his effort to represent that process exhibits a weakness
common to the genre that Atwood calls “realistic animal stories.”42 In
the Introduction to Family of Earth and Sky, John Elder and Hertha
Wong identify that weakness very elegantly by explaining that these
narratives have helped to heal “the rift between the ‘two cultures’ of
science and literature, … [but that] they have also projected the voices of
solitary – and sometimes alienated – individuals rather more often than
they have emphasized how the human community might be seen as part
of nature.”43 Following Wong, Elder, and Robert Harrison – who points
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out that human beings, unlike other species, “live not in nature but in
relation to nature”44 – we might conclude that the problem with some
Canadian animal stories is that the sympathetic identification which
produces an “I” who lives in nature has failed to produce a “we” who live
“in relation” to nature.

T H E “ I ” I N N AT U R E
Because Grey Owl “live[d] in relation to nature,” he faced the problem of how to represent himself “in nature” in writing. And because the
self-conscious act of writing about nature is at odds with the self-forgetful wonder with which the nature writer approaches his subject, he had
to enlist a number of strategies to get the writing out of nature writing.
Thus Grey Owl represents himself as a very unlikely author whose fingers
are “stiffened a little by the paddle and the pull of a loaded toboggan”
and are consequently “ill suited” to what he calls the “writing game.”45
He then elaborates on his supposed lack of experience with the English
language by casting aspersions on the “factory-made English” that he
claims to have very recently retrieved from the “cold storage where it
had languished for the better part of three decades.”46 As Donald Smith
notes, Grey Owl’s characterization of himself as someone who has only
recently acquired literacy belies his position as the top student in English
at Hastings Grammar School in Sussex, England.47 More importantly, it
also belies the self-consciousness with which he crafted his sentences so
as to appear like “factory-made English.”48
In the latter part of Pilgrims of the Wild, Grey Owl reminisces about
the process of writing his earlier book, The Men of the Last Frontier. He
says that he had “no idea how to put a book together” when he embarked
on that project. He writes: “I bethought me of the ‘Writing System’ that
Anahareo had brought away from her home thinking they were cookery
books. I dug them out of the oblivion in which they had so long lain
forgotten and soon became deeply absorbed in matters of ‘Setting,’ ‘Dialogue,’ ‘Point of View,’ ‘Unity of Impression,’ and ‘Style.’”49 The result,
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says Grey Owl, is that his “stories seemed to have the peculiar faculty
of writing themselves, quite against any previous plans [he] made for
them.”50 With this characterization of his stories as self-writing, Grey
Owl effectively disavows self-consciousness, strategy, and agency. By
disavowing self-consciousness, he also renounces the tension that is inherent in the genre of nature writing – namely, the tension between the
transcendental wonder which nature evokes and the self-consciousness
involved in representing that wonder. Having done so, he is able to claim
that he “never felt so close to [Nature]” as he did when writing about it.51
Like Grey Owl, the American nature writer Annie Dillard proposes that the process of writing can be performed in obliviousness to the
writing subject. In The Writing Life, a collection of reflections on writing,
Dillard instructs her readers that “process is nothing; erase your tracks.”52
Because I have devoted a considerable part of this essay to exploring the
various ways in which Grey Owl erases his “tracks,” I should add that
there are relatively few points in the text where he does so by making direct claims to indigenous ancestry. Declarations like the aforementioned
“for we are Indian” are rare.53 More frequent are slightly ambiguous references to the author’s tendency temporarily to “rever[t] to the savagery of
forgotten ancestors.”54 Likewise, Grey Owl writes that people were kind
to “a buckskin clad sauvage, and … a woman of a conquered race.”55 As
Judith Dudar has noted, the difference between Grey Owl’s characterization of himself and his characterization of Anahareo in this passage is
instructive because, rather than including himself among the “conquered
race,” Grey Owl employs the more ambiguous “sauvage,” a French word
that sounds like “savage” but translates as “wild.”56 While Dudar is right
to point out that passages of this kind “allow misinterpretation,”57 it is
also worth noting that the passages which allude to or affirm Grey Owl’s
indigeneity are often attributed to others. For example, he writes that
“there were not a few who looked askance at [us] passing Indians,”58 and
he recalls meeting a French-Canadian couple who appear friendly but
say little to him because they assume – or so Grey Owl thinks – that
he spoke “only Indian.”59 By representing himself as he imagines he is
seen by others, Grey Owl is able to construct his self-representation
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as consensual while also putting the onus for identificatory claims on
others.
In addition to the intradiegetic audience who corroborate Grey
Owl’s identity claims there was, of course, a sizeable extradiegetic audience who did the same thing. In part, they did so because Grey Owl
successfully exploited a widespread appetite for nostalgic images of – to
borrow a phrase – “imaginary Indians.”60 He also exploited an equally
widespread willingness to subsume the “Native” under the category of
the natural, to assume that indigenous people are “of the wild,” that they
are authorities on all aspects of “the wild,” and that they, like “the wild,”
are quickly disappearing. In numerous books, magazine articles, films
and lectures, Grey Owl exploited these primitivist fantasies in order to
sell his own fantasy of a place where “the scars of ancient fires are slowly healing over … [and] the beaver towns are filling up again.”61 If we
consider that Grey Owl attended over 200 meetings and addressed over
500,000 people in the four months between November 1935 and February 1936,62 we can, no doubt, agree that his success was as spectacular
as his beaded buckskin get-up. Given this, it strikes me that the best
strategy is to exploit his present popularity. Perhaps the thing to do is to
use Hollywood’s depiction of Grey Owl as an opportunity to consider
how aboriginal culture is spectacularized in Canada today. Equally, at a
time when his books are being republished, we might consider how his
representation of himself as a pilgrim “of the wild” perpetuates an idea
of the natural world as an isolated “pristine landscape that we ourselves
do not inhabit.”63 And finally, perhaps we might heed the advice of another author of semi-autobiographical animal stories whose own identity
claims have recently been subject to scrutiny – namely, Farley Mowat.
When the journalist John Goddard questioned Mowat about the veracity of his published accounts of the time he spent in the Canadian Arctic,
he is said to have exclaimed, “I never let the facts get in the way of
the truth!” and, somewhat less poetically, “Fuck the facts!”64 Elsewhere,
Mowat has offered a somewhat more subtle explanation for the sorts of
inconsistencies identified by Goddard. In the Preface to a catalogue of
his papers at McMaster University, Mowat characterizes himself as “a
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teller of tales.”65 By way of conclusion, I want to suggest that we follow
Farley Mowat and Bill Plumstead by paying close attention to the imaginative, rhetorical, and otherwise literary dimensions of animal stories.
In respect to works by Grey Owl, this involves foregoing sensational
accounts of assumed identity, and replacing them with more provocative questions about the relationship between sympathetic identification
and strategic self-representation in a genre of writing where the former
has been consistently over-determined and the latter has been typically
under-emphasized. It seems to me that if we endeavour to think systematically about what Canadian animal stories and Canadian literary
criticism have to say to one another, we may well be able to use romantic
tales about nature writers living “in nature” to teach us what it is to live
ethically and responsibly in “relation to nature.”
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CHAPTER 21

The Ontology and Epistemology
of Walking: Animality in Karsten
Heuer’s Being Caribou: Five Months
on Foot with an Arctic Herd
Pamela Banting1
You’d like to be the novice of a deer.
You’d do whatever it told you.
– Tim Lilburn, “Acedia,” Moosewood Sandhills
To think and to walk are the same thing. To follow the current of a river in a canoe and to reflect are also the same thing.
To hunt and to dream: another equivalent.
– Serge Bouchard, “Prologue,” Caribou Hunter: A Song of a
Vanished Innu Life
In 2003, the newly wed biologist Karsten Heuer and filmmaker Leanne
Allison embarked on a five-month journey to follow on foot the Porcupine caribou herd during their annual migration through northern
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Canada to their calving grounds on Alaska’s coastal plain. Being Caribou: Five Months on Foot with an Arctic Herd, Heuer’s first-person nonfiction narrative about their trek, is thoroughly informed by current
biological and ecological research. In his Prologue, Heuer relates that
in his search for knowledge about the herd, he pored over reports, books,
and maps: “I learned about birth and death rates, preferred foods, and
the relative importance of caribou in the modern diet of the Gwich’in,
Inuvialuit, and Inupiat people.… I read summaries of the movements of
radio-collared animals, of archaeological reports that put their annual
migration in historical context.”2 Although both the trek and Heuer’s
book were guided by such research, Being Caribou also ventures cautiously into terrain that goes well beyond traditional scientific thought
and into philosophy, particularly questions of ontology and epistemology. For example, in several places in the book, the young couple refer
to themselves, sometimes comically, as “caribou.” On their first day out
on the land, crawling on all fours through a tunnel of twisted spruce
trees, Allison jokes that “I think being caribou means being gymnasts.”3
Further into the journey, as they struggle to grow accustomed to the
level of exertion and stamina necessary to keep up with the animals,
and fully sensitized to the advantages of four legs over two and of not
having to carry one’s food and shelter on one’s back, Heuer writes, “We
weren’t moving with caribou, but we were moving like caribou: simply,
efficiently, and fast, defaulting to the path of least resistance even when
it was a curving, indirect line.”4 At the climax of the trip, when the two
camp on the edges of the caribou birthing grounds, so attuned to the
herd have they become that they do not leave their tent for days, going
for long periods without so much as water and urinating in cups rather
than show themselves and risk driving the animals away at this crucial
point in their annual life cycle.
In this article I examine the processes of being and becoming animal
in this work of creative nonfiction by a Canadian biologist and environmentalist, and attempt to demonstrate some of the ways in which
texts by biologists and naturalists about their interactions with other-than-human species can extend epistemology. To date, significant
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scholarly attention has been paid to visual and performance artists who
have explored the notions of being or becoming animal. For example,
in Applied Grammatology: Post(e)-Pedagogy from Jacques Derrida to Joseph
Beuys, Gregory L. Ulmer analyzes Beuys’s performance piece “I like
America and America likes me,” in which the artist spent three days
caged with a coyote in a room in an art gallery. The work of philosopher
and jazz clarinetist David Rothenberg, who “jams” with birds in aviaries
and whales in the ocean, is well known. British art historian Steve Baker, author of The Postmodern Animal, examines the work of artists such
as Olly and Suzi, who “collaborate” with tarantulas, snakes, sharks, and
other species. Simone Fullagar has examined Gilles Deleuze and Félix
Guattari’s “becoming animal” in the work of philosophers Alphonso
Lingis and Val Plumwood, focussing primarily on Lingis’s package tour
to Antarctica and Plumwood’s experience of having been very nearly
killed and eaten by a crocodile.
However, although interspecies collaborations of artists with other-than-human animals and the representation of animals in key texts
in the history of philosophy have been examined, strikingly little attention has been paid to the writings of naturalists, park wardens, ranchers,
and biologists who have learned from, collaborated with, or apprenticed
themselves to animals. Recent books and articles about animals focus,
variously and productively, on tame and domestic animals, pets, zoos,
animal rights, animals as food, feral animals in cities, feral animals in
the wild, animals in literature, animals on film and television, animals
in Continental philosophy, and more, but there is a distinct paucity of
work on scientifically informed natural-history texts about wild animals
in the wild. In the Canadian context, I think, for example, of the general scholarly neglect of the work of such figures as Grey Owl and his
wife Anahareo, who shared their house with beavers; former guide and
outfitter-cum-writer and documentary filmmaker Andy Russell; former
park warden Sid Marty; Bill Lishman (a.k.a. Father Goose), who taught
young geese to follow bird-costumed pilots flying ultra-light aircraft to
encourage them to migrate south from Canada for the winter; and Charlie Russell, who spent eleven field seasons living among the grizzlies
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of the Russian Far East, walking their trails and learning their habits
and body language. Although there is good recent scholarship on Grey
Owl, much of it investigates his persona, not his natural history. In the
American context, while the decisions and premature death by mauling
of Timothy Treadwell have been hotly debated, his work with the Alaskan brown bears themselves (other than in the moments immediately
preceding his death) is much less discussed.
There are many reasons for the relative absence of critical and theoretical investigations of wild animals in the work of naturalists, land
and marine biologists, anthropologists, wildlife photographers and
documentary filmmakers, rural and backcountry residents, and others
who have spent a great deal of time among animals other than human,
even risking their lives, though I can only gesture toward them here.
For one thing, nonfiction has tended to garner far less critical attention
in Canada than other literary genres. Moreover, there is a widespread
assumption that any and all texts about animals ought to be categorized
either as children’s literature or sub-literature. Third, an overwhelmingly
urban-raised and urban-based professoriate simply does not have a lot of
experience with wild animals.5 Fourth, most literature professors lack
university-level training in biology or ecology. In fact, most of us who
inhabit English departments probably know more about Freud’s Wolfman than we do about wolves. Fifth, departmental, disciplinary, and institutional boundaries, barriers, and obstacles are far more impenetrable
than one would imagine, despite official rhetoric to the contrary about
inter-, multi-, and cross-disciplinarity. Sixth, as Rebecca Solnit writes,
although postmodern and poststructuralist theorists have dismantled
such false universals as the notion of objectivity, the conceit of being
able to speak from nowhere,
… by emphasizing the role of the ethnic and gendered body
in consciousness, these thinkers have apparently generalized
what it means to be corporeal and human from their own
specific experience – or inexperience – as bodies that, ap-
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parently, lead a largely passive existence in highly insulated
circumstances.
The body described again and again in postmodern theory does not suffer under the elements, encounter other species,
experience primal fear or much in the way of exhilaration, or
strain its muscles to the utmost. In sum, it doesn’t engage in
physical endeavour or spend time out of doors.6
Finally, there are ontological, epistemological, and linguistic difficulties
in finding the concepts and words for talking about interspecies relationships between humans and other animals. As naturalist and bear
expert Charlie Russell observes, in writing Spirit Bear: Encounters with
the White Bear of the Western Rainforest, he “had to almost invent a new
language to describe the human-wild animal relationship in ways that
were not about conflict and fear.”7
Although Deleuze and Guattari and their interpreters have written
so extensively about “becoming animal” as to have almost trademarked
the phrase, for present purposes I shall largely bracket their work. In the
words of Steve Baker, “Animals, for Deleuze and Guattari, seem to operate more as a device of writing – albeit a device which initiated its own
forms of political practice – than as living beings whose conditions of life
were of direct concern to the writers.”8 Moreover, when we theorists and
critics posit what “becoming animal” might look like, consciously or unconsciously we often imagine becoming some furry, cuddly species with
great big eyes; one of our pets; or something extraordinarily powerful
and with an enormous brain, like a whale, or maybe a dolphin, a playful
creature that appears to be on a permanent Caribbean vacation – not
a four-legged, grass-eating ungulate perpetually on the move through
the usually frigid, insect-riddled Arctic. Granting Deleuze and Guattari
and other philosophers a virtual monopoly on the notion of “becoming
animal” while simultaneously overlooking the texts of naturalists and
biologists fails to get us any closer to understanding wild animals such as
bears, cougars, coyotes, or caribou, or, I might add, to representations of
them. While I fully subscribe to the poststructuralist tenet that humans
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view the world through our own cultural representations,9 how can one
critically assess cultural representations of animals (let alone representations by them) without knowing something about them from scientific
texts or from first-hand observations and experiences such as those of
naturalists? In “The Concept of a Cultural Landscape: Nature, Culture
and Agency in the Land,” Val Plumwood deconstructs the hegemony
of the concept of the cultural construction of nature, calling it “nature
scepticism” and showing that “The concept of a cultural landscape has
become a key part of an agenda in the humanities of human-centered
and eurocentered reductions to culture that is the equal and opposite to
the natural sciences reduction of explanation to nature.”10 She continues:
“The idea that all nature is a human creation because it now shows some
human influence rests on prioritizing the human or cultural element in
mixtures of nature and culture.”11
From its title and opening pages, Being Caribou raises both possibilities of and questions about trans-specific ontologies and epistemologies.
First of all, it is important to note that the title can refer both to two
humans attempting not just to witness but also as much as possible to
“be” caribou by experiencing the caribou’s life-world – weather, terrain,
predators, insects, river crossings, for instance – along with the herd
and to the “being caribou” of the caribou. Secondly, the title is not “becoming caribou” but “being caribou.” Though the differences may seem
slight, especially in light of the apparent impossibility of our physically
metamorphosing into another species, I would suggest that Heuer’s use
of the word “being” alludes less to gradually “becoming” animals (which
from a biologist’s standpoint we already are) or “becoming caribou” than
to the couple’s attempt from the start of their journey to put themselves,
so to speak, in their hooves. Heuer and Allison are less interested in
discovering or reconnecting with their own animality (three extreme
wilderness treks will do that for you) than they are in learning about that
of the Porcupine caribou herd.12 As I shall argue, the book dwells not
only on ontology but also on epistemology: what caribou know or seem
to know, what Heuer and Allison learn about caribou, and the limits of
what “non-caribou” can know about the lives of these fascinating deer.
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If, as anthropologist Serge Bouchard suggests, to walk and to think
are the same thing, then in Being Caribou walking is the path to those
forms of knowledge.13 The initial impulse to follow the Porcupine caribou herd for 1,500 kilometres arose when Heuer was serving his first
term as a seasonal warden in Canada’s remote Ivvavik National Park.
When Heuer and co-warden Steve Travis find themselves in the middle
of the 2001 migration, Heuer tries to convey the scene to Allison by
satellite phone. He writes: “When another group of animals thundered
past, I held the phone out toward them, but the distance was too great.
She was in the city of Vancouver; I was in the wilds of northern Yukon
– and my words and the muffled sounds weren’t enough to communicate the power of the migration.”14 Even modern telecommunications are
simply unequal to the task of transmitting such an event. As impressive
and affecting as it would be in its own right, however, it is not solely the
presence of 10,000 caribou that unsettles Heuer and Travis and makes it
next to impossible for them to sleep that night, but also the high drama
of the entire scene. Outside their cabin, there are twenty-four golden
eagles, two foxes, thirteen ravens, a pair of rough-legged hawks, one
peregrine falcon, countless gulls and terns, and eight grizzly bears.15 As
Heuer recalls, young caribou struggled in the first big swim of their
lives, the river current fatally separated some mothers and calves, a bear
had a group of caribou on the run at one point, foxes yipped from where
they watched on the other side of the river, and so on.16 Such events are
the raw material of story, possibly even the primal impetus that propels
the narrative impulse. As Gary Snyder writes in his essay “The Etiquette
of Freedom,” “The wild requires that we learn the terrain, nod to all the
plants and animals and birds, ford the streams and cross the ridges, and
tell a good story when we get back home.”17 Unwilling to miss any part
of the unfolding story, Heuer and Travis take only short naps between
running outside to watch events transpire. By the next morning, Heuer
and Allison each realize that their lives are about to change profoundly.
As he puts it, the energy of the migration “had passed right through me
and in its wake was a space, a loneliness, a yearning where none had existed before.”18 Even after he and Travis are flown back to Inuvik, Heuer
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remains “overcome with a strange sense of separation.” Currents stirred
up by the migration had imbued him with an irresistible desire to join
the herd.19
As tantalizing as the idea of “being caribou” is, however, the book’s
subtitle is at least equally significant. The primary mode of transportation – and of thought – in Being Caribou is walking. I do not mean
to imply merely that while walking the tundra Heuer and Allison have
time to think but rather that walking is a form of thinking. Heuer and
Allison venture on foot into caribou and Gwich’in territory because
there are no roads, because they could not possibly follow the animals
by snowmobile or all-terrain vehicle without putting them permanently
on the run, and because they are protesting the George W. Bush Administration’s attempts to secure permission to drill for oil and gas in the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in order to procure about six months’
worth of oil and gas for motor-vehicle transportation. Most importantly,
however, ambulation is a process shared by humans and caribou. Plumwood observes that “To describe the land as a ‘landscape’ is to privilege
the visual over other, more rounded and embodied ways of knowing the
land, for example, by walking over it, or by smelling and tasting its life,
from the perspective of predator or prey.”20 Walking the land, smelling
and tasting it, exposing themselves to the perspectives of both predator
(wolves, grizzly bears) and prey (caribou, humans) is exactly what Heuer
and Allison spend five months doing.
The philosopher of walking David Macauley muses that “In the act
of walking, we are introduced to and into a larger order, a more capacious natural and social world. Through our ambling bodies, we can
discover an elemental relationship to the earth, a robust, even when culturally mediated, processual field of phenomena flowing beneath – but
not only beneath – our fleeting feet.”21 In restoring us to all of our senses
and thereby placing us in the world, walking offers a kind of relational
knowing – an “epistemology of contact.”22 For Heuer and Allison, five
months of almost continual contact with the animals afford the opportunity to perceive caribou not only as a species – as a distinct set of taxonomic characteristics – but, to borrow Chantal Conneller’s phrase, as “an
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assemblage composed of a number of ways of perceiving and acting in
the world.”23 In order to “be” caribou, Heuer and Allison must adopt, as
much as humanly possible, their routes, paths, speed of movement, and
modes of perceiving and acting in the world. This is not easy. About the
first day of their journey Heuer writes:
What had impressed me the most while helping James [James
Itsi, a Gwich’in hunter] butcher was the size of the animals’
hearts, lungs, and leg muscles: four times as large as my own,
yet packaged in a fine-limbed body that, when upright, didn’t
even reach my shoulders. Remembering the grace with which
they’d moved even while being hunted, I followed the tracks
of the wide, splayed hooves before me, trying to mimic the
light-footed gait with which the trail had been made. But I
couldn’t. Laden with satellite phone, cameras, solar panel,
extra battery, food, clothes, and worries, I was too burdened
to travel anything like caribou.24
Carrying seventy pounds of one’s “habitat” (food, clothes, and technologies for communication and representation) in a backpack while trying
to follow a herd of wild, four-legged animals with a heart, lungs, and
leg muscles four times the size of one’s own seems at the outset nearly impossible, and in many ways it is the process by which Heuer and
Allison struggle to adapt to keeping up with caribou that most of their
knowledge is gained.
Anthropologist Tim Ingold’s contention – “Locomotion, not cognition, must be the starting point for the study of perceptual activity. Or
more strictly, cognition should not be set off from locomotion, along the
lines of a division between head and heels, since walking is itself a form
of circumambulatory knowing”25 – applies perfectly to what transpires
between Heuer and Allison and the caribou during their common trek.
Ingold writes that
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It is in the very “tuning” of movement in response to the
ever-changing conditions of an unfolding task that the skill
of walking, as that of any other bodily technique, ultimately resides. Indeed, it could be said that walking is a highly
intelligent activity. This intelligence, however, is not located
exclusively in the head but is distributed throughout the entire field of relations comprised by the presence of the human
being in the inhabited world.26
Philosopher Christopher J. Preston argues that “human rationality and
understanding is not a distinctive human activity at all but is in fact
an activity tied intimately into our animal and animate being.”27 For
Preston, “sensori-motor life, a life that we share with all animals, is an
ineradicable component of our ability to understand our world”28 and of
our ability to use language.29 In walking the caribou’s habitat along with
them, Heuer and Allison learn to ruminate like ruminants.
“Walking,” writes Macauley, is “intimately connected with habit and
habitat.”30 Walking is how habitat and range are used, managed, remembered, and possibly even celebrated, by caribou and many other animals,
and it is in walking (and, in the early spring when the snow is deep,
cross-country skiing) the terrain along with the caribou that Heuer and
Allison come to “be” caribou. For Macauley, tracking – following an
animal or animals – is “a learned skill in which success is determined
in part by whether the animal or place in the end appears to us – a
sign of the degree of respect we have given the process.”31 At one point
in the first half of Allison’s documentary film of their trek, also called
Being Caribou, as they struggle and often fail to keep up, Heuer remarks:
“We’re trying to be caribou. We’re not being caribou. We’re following
caribou. We’re being left behind by caribou.”32 Insofar as walking “involves a form of carrying or self-conveyance,”33 a five-month walk places
contemporary humans such as Heuer and Allison in the position of being “carried away,” carried out of themselves and into another reality by
the sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and contacts they experience. After all,
to be “transported” means both to move between one place and another
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and to be moved to strong emotion, carried away, enraptured. Moreover, such a trek provides an extremely rare opportunity for twenty-first
century human beings to experience a prolonged, if not epic, period of
self-conveyance. According to Macauley, “Walking puts the world back
into perspective. Via our porous and sensing bodies, walking deepens
and thickens the perceptual scene, unlike seated driving which tends to
thin, draw out and attenuate our experiences.”34 For example, immediately after concluding their expedition, Heuer and Allison fly to Washington, D.C., to relay to government officials what they have learned
about the Porcupine caribou herd and the extreme importance of their
calving grounds in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Heuer remarks
about the experience of flying after months on foot: “After five months
of moving under our own power, it was strange to sit and be moved.”35
Inasmuch as Western culture dictates that language (like ours) and
intelligence (like ours) are the two main lines of demarcation between
humans and other animals, the idea of an intelligence or epistemology
associated with walking – of which both humans and caribou are capable, even as in this case in tandem – may be anathema. For us, thinking
is an interior affair associated with and emblematized by, as Jacques Derrida reminds us, the act of speaking and hearing oneself speak. To put it
another way, we tend not to define ourselves, as some cultures do, by the
act of walking and feeling oneself in motion across a storied landscape.36
In an insightful essay, philosopher David Morris isolates a number of
humanist prejudices (I am tempted to call them logical fallacies – perhaps an argumentum ad bestia) surrounding our thinking about non-human animals and their intelligence such as, for instance, our tendency
to think about other animals the way we do about ourselves – as loners,
isolated individuals – whereas in fact “animal life is pervasively a group
phenomenon.”37 Morris writes:
We thus engage another prejudice, viz. analyzing natural
phenomena on the model of human-made mechanisms, and
a related prejudice of artificially isolating natural phenomena
from their contexts. Perhaps the prejudice underlying all of
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these is a refusal to conceive thinking as animal, as an activity
of an animal, an activity that is fundamentally animate in
character. Our tradition teaches that human thinking is unlike any other animal activity, and the fact that we can experience thinking as a private, quiet affair encourages thinking
the tradition is right. So thinking has a dignity that could be
found only in a most un-animal part of the body, namely a
brain dignified by functioning like a human-made machine.38
Not only does our Western episteme hold that humans alone are capable of thought (whereas animals live by instinct and a limited range
of responses to stimuli), but it contends that thought is always already
defined as not an animal process. Scientific reductionism allows us to
talk about “animal behaviour,” but historically a much narrower scope
has been allowed for the possibilities of animal thought and knowledge.
While according animals the power of action in the form of behaviours,
we simultaneously rob them of agency insofar as we sheer off from their
actions the notion of intentionality.
However, as cognitive scientist Philip Lieberman has argued, the
proto-linguistic roots of human speech should be traced more to movement and gesture than to animal vocalizations.39 Starting from the observation that the basal ganglia dysfunction that is the proximate cause
of Parkinson’s disease impairs both walking and language, Lieberman
posits that “selection for walking, starting from the base apparent in
present-day chimpanzees, which can walk for limited periods, was perhaps the starting point for the evolution of human speech, language
and cognition.”40 He argues that there are both past evolutionary and
contemporary physiological connections between motility and language: movements and gestures are not only primate or ancient hominid
precursors or imperfect accessories to language but part of language.
Speech may be better understood when considered in relation to motor
control than sound. We understand speech, he claims, through a kind of
biomimicry: by referring the sounds we hear to our own vocal apparatus
and production mechanisms. Movements such as walking, grasping, and
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gesturing are intrinsic parts of language due, in part, to the presence of
mirror neurons for such physical actions in the speech area of the brain.
Mirror neurons, says psychologist Michael Studdert-Kennedy, “provide
an example of a direct physiological hookup between input and output:
the observation of an action and its imitation.”41
Such work in the fields of philosophy, anthropology, and cognitive
linguistics makes it feasible to propose that if walking is both evolutionary root and contemporary component of human language, then Heuer’s
and Allison’s prolonged travelling on foot with the caribou herd may
well lead them to forms of insight that extend beyond the parameters of
normative scientific and behaviourist approaches to animals other than
ourselves. Unlike behaviourism or other scientific methods premised
solely on the construct of objectivity, which bars the observer from inferring any sort of “inner life” on the basis of external behaviour, Heuer
and Allison walk like caribou with caribou and obtain new knowledge
through these acts of mimicry. In “Becoming Deer: Corporeal Transformations at Star Carr,” anthropologist Chantal Conneller usefully
contrasts European and Amerindian views about humans and animals,
interiority and exteriority:
While Westerners see the difference between humans and
animals as primarily internal, in the presence of a soul, the
mind or self-consciousness, for the Amerindians the difference is external and located in the body. This is because, for
the Amerindians, humans, spirits, animals (or at least important animals) and even certain objects are internally identical;
each contains a common inner essence – a soul or spirit that
is identical and immutable. In contrast to this stable inner
part, the outer form, the body of both humans and animals, is
seen as both mutable and relational; both human and animal
bodies can transform.42
She continues:
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Thus people take on the animal habitus in order to enter into
a particular set of relationships with the world. [Eduardo]
Viveiros de Castro gives the analogy of a diver donning a
wet suit. The wet suit is not worn because the diver wants to
look like a fish, but because the diver wants to act like a fish.
So a sorcerer who transforms into a bear does not do so as
a disguise, but in order to harness bear “effects” in order to
undertake suitably bear-like activities.43
Heuer and Allison don the caribou habitus by walking, skiing, crawling,
and floundering after the caribou herd. If, with Preston, Ingold, Morris,
Lieberman, and Conneller, we posit that thinking is a physical, animal
function that can occur within the body and, I would add, within a
herd and even in relation to particular geographical places, then there is
far less reason to maintain the great divide between humans and other
animals.44
At no point that I can recall does Heuer speculate about the question of caribou intelligence per se, but there are many occasions when
he and Allison learn from caribou. In the first place, spending so much
time with the animals, the couple is able to see through certain human
tendencies and patterns. At one point in the text, Heuer wonders in retrospect why they had ignored a particular patch of worsening weather,
packed up, and moved to a less hospitable location: “maybe it was our
desire to be with caribou – or just the simple human belief that it was
better somewhere else.”45 Either way they end up camped in one of the
worst storms of the entire trip, the tent nearly shredded by the wind. By
contrast with their own anxieties and frustrations during the storm, he
notes in his journal, “the caribou are an island of calm in the raging blizzard,
resting – even chewing their cud – while the wind hurls past in waves of horizontal snow.… after watching the animals go about their business, our panic
fades.… The poles still flex, the tent still pops, but instead of a life-or-death
situation, the caribou remind us, it is just another day.”46 Twenty-seven days
into the trip, with their metabolisms racing but unable to keep up with
their exertions, they are hungry day and night, and when no caribou
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walk out of the storm to inspire them this time, Heuer says, he reverted
to the “more human tendency: to scheme my way out of a predicament
rather than wait and see what would happen next”:47
Without caribou around to hold my attention, my mind wandered to places not visited for a very long time.… something
was happening inside my head – a cleansing of sorts, as though
the damper that held down useless memories, thoughts, and
information had lifted and the long-overdue mental purge
had begun: old phone numbers and addresses came out of
nowhere; birthdays of long-lost schoolmates. And, of course,
songs.48
Old pop song lyrics begin to stream non-stop through his head. “Un-becoming” caribou, he reverts to the Western mania for numbers and
measurement. At another point, the pair anticipate the caribou’s likely
route and decide to take a shortcut instead of following them, which,
when it turns out they guessed wrong, results in their losing track of the
animals for several days. Human ways of thinking – such as ignoring
the weather, scheming, looking for the shortcut, storing mental trivia,
making bad decisions – reveal their limitations when juxtaposed with
the relative equanimity, route-finding skills, and lifeways of the caribou.
But it is not only insights about what we might call, provisionally,
“stupid human tricks” that Heuer and Allison gain from following the
caribou. Heuer’s initial impulse to join the migration deepens along the
way, and his examination of this sensation yields several insights about
both the human and the more-than-human species. His journal entry
for June 18 reads in part: “I am noticing a trend here, a deterioration from
belonging to loneliness each time we leave the caribou for a food drop.”49 One
could easily ignore, downplay, or write off such statements. Given that
the two of them are out on the tundra for five whole months with only
the briefest other human company (an abrupt conversation with a bush
pilot during a food drop, and chance encounters with one group of hunters and one outdoor adventure group), their loneliness is understandable.
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However, it may also be worthwhile to consider the possibility of some
kind of “herd mentality”50 or herd impulse that can be transmitted across
species, possibly through common movements through shared spaces.
With experience Heuer and Allison also learn from the caribou how
better to read other animals. His journal entry for June 15 reads “Not
too long ago, we wouldn’t have thought twice about packing up and moving
on [due to the presence of grizzly bears]. But tonight, without discussion,
we decide to stay. It’s because of the bears’ movements, because of the way the
caribou hold themselves. Because of what they signal about intent and trust.”51
Clearly the couple’s epistemological gains have been tremendous, and
contrary to what our Western ways of thinking might predict, they
come partly from observation, and partly from their own walking and
the walking and movements of the caribou and other animals. As geographer Hayden Lorimer states, “The study of a herd can mark the point
where ethnography and ethnology meet.”52
In “Herding Memories of Humans and Animals,” Lorimer examines
the work of Frank Fraser Darling, who believed that, although anthropomorphism was probably an irrresolvable controversy, scientists’ zoological reductions of animal experience were equally problematic. His
iconoclastic studies of red deer led him to contend that deer are capable
of insight, foresight, and even agency. Examining Lorimer’s application
of some of Fraser Darling’s thinking to his own reading of a herd of
reindeer (caribou and reindeer are the same species, Rangifer tarandus)53
has the potential to open up Heuer’s book further and to provide many
insights about caribou. Lorimer notes that the reindeer’s territory “is
known by its margins and bounds, by places to eat, to bed down, or to
linger, by muster points, and according to networks of paths. Given their
function, as an infrastructure connecting up commonly frequented sites,
traditional routeways were, for Fraser Darling, deserving of the term
‘public works.’ The appeal of the herd’s favoured haunts was more difficult to explain.”54 Lorimer relates that in accordance with dramatic shifts
in climatic conditions reindeer will engage in what might tentatively be
described as rituals: “the approach of a cold weather front charges the
herd with a vital energy, disposing them to choreographed shows of a
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shared mood.”55 In contrast to this collective, almost ritualistic behaviour, “Signature events, or distinguishable traits, in the biographies of
reindeer are made memorable, at least in part, by virtue of their setting,”
as exemplified by specific place-attachments exhibited by individual
reindeer.56 Lorimer elaborates:
On the basis of these retold stories [the stories of Edwin, a
career reindeer herder] we can establish that living creatures
have a sense of place and, by their repeated actions, afford
place some of its most significant qualities.
The herd’s experience of geography is, unquestionably,
practical, tactile, and prompted by collective, physiological needs: shelter, shade, comfort, and food. But if … social
memory and tradition function as forms of knowledge too,
then we must entertain expressiveness in “animal nature.”
By his [Edwin’s] measure – when and where you “learn to
think like a reindeer” – an animal appreciation of topography,
time and movement can be shared by humans.… Between
the experiences of reindeer and humans, social and physical
contours overlap. Among animals, the complex circuitry of
material surfaces, too often truncated into mere range, distance, and destination, is a product of the same selective acts
of place making and negotiation that we choose to recognise
as landscape.57
As normally construed, our notion of habitat is a reductive one connoting not much more than a delimited space with access to adequate
security, water, food, and shelter. While other-than-human animals may
have habitats, they lack any detectable consciousness of sense of place.
But what, after all, is habitat but, as the word’s etymology reminds us, a
place to dwell and a sense of place. Habitat is a place one senses is home.
If an animal has a sense of its burrow, den, nest, birthing grounds, or
natal stream, then that animal has a sense of place. If an animal is not
perpetually lost but can locate its home place, it has a sense of place.
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It is important to remember that other animals’ navigational skills are
often vastly superior to our own. If instead of thinking of knowledge as
something you hold in your head like a fact or grasp in your hand like
money, we think of it as a form of situated thought or even a form of
“intelligibility that creates itself in movement,”58 then animals such as
caribou are capable of thought. As Plumwood argues:
Although the term “culture” is clearly intended as a surrogate
for “human,” it is simply invalid to identify culture with the
human. As animal studies are increasingly showing, culture
as learned forms of adaptation and forms of life is also found
in other species, animals particularly, and is not exclusive to
the human. If the term “culture” is used more broadly, in the
fashion of anthropology, as meaning the sum total of a group’s
knowledge and practice in all spheres, there is even less case
for confining it to the human.59
Humanism, including the humanist residues within poststructuralist
notions of cultural constructionism, has created and maintained versions
of space, place, landscape, territory, and habitat that militate against our
being able to perceive the world other than through the subject–object
and us–them dialectics which obscure the possibilities of what Steve
Hinchliffe calls a “politics of inhabitation.”60 However, as Preston shows
in Grounding Knowledge: Environmental Philosophy, Epistemology, and
Place, ontology and epistemology are not so different from one another:
The study of being has traditionally been regarded as demanding a different kind of inquiry from the study of knowing. But an interesting implication of dialectical biology is
the softening of this very distinction between knowing and
being. Dialectical biology does this by subscribing to a view of
knowing not so much as an organism representing an external
world as an organism having a world in which it can successfully operate. Dialectical biology suggests that knowing is a
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kind of activity or performance rather than the creation of a
mental map of how the world is.… Knowing is not a static
mental state but an ongoing process of being able to function
in an environment that continually exerts its energy and forces upon the organism.61
At many points in this narrative, Heuer notes that the caribou have tremendous endurance, speed, equanimity, navigational abilities, the ability to tell the difference between times when a predator is a mortal threat
and times when she or he is just passing through, powers of nurturance
and bonding, and possibly the ability to communicate through ultrasonic “thrumming,” all of which illustrates that they possess the ability to
function in an environment that continually acts upon them.
If the Western tendency to categorize thought in terms of interiority
has effectively barred us from thinking about the thinking of animals,
this is especially true for herd animals, for whom cognition may occur
both within the individual and also within or in relation to the collective
(and the physical movements) of the herd. Our tendency to denigrate or
discount those whom we consider nomads62 – whether gypsies, tramps,
the homeless, traditional aboriginal peoples, or caribou – leads us to beliefs such as those held by the Bush Administration that, for instance,
the nomadic caribou have no particular territory and can live just about
anywhere in the north (and therefore no territorial claim can be made
on their behalf), a move intended to justify the installation of oil and gas
production facilities on their calving grounds. Maybe the only way to
really appreciate nomadology is to be a nomad.63 Walk like the animal
(we are). Although, in the next passage, Solnit is speaking of academics,
hunters, and religious pilgrims, her observations about following paths
can be applied to Heuer and Allison’s walking like caribou with caribou
in caribou terrain and to the processes of biomimicry involved in “being
caribou”:
A path is a prior interpretation of the best way to traverse a
landscape, and to follow a route is to accept an interpretation,
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or to stalk your predecessors on it as scholars and trackers and
pilgrims do. To walk the same way is to reiterate something
deep; to move through the same space the same way is a means
of becoming the same person, thinking the same thoughts.
It’s a form of spatial theater, but also spiritual theater, since
one is emulating saints and gods in the hope of coming closer
to them oneself, not just impersonating them for others. It’s
this that makes pilgrimage, with its emphasis on repetition
and imitation, distinct amid all the modes of walking. If in
no other way one can resemble a god, one can at least walk
like one.64
In addition to walking and various epistemological practices associated with that form of local motion, as an alternative to debates about
what separates us from other animals, a debate about what connects us
with them might cohere around sense of place. Instead of our restless
attempts to isolate and privilege qualities we believe animals do not possess – intelligence, reason, self-consciousness, language, syntax, and so
on – we need to explore walking and its construction of sense of place as
shared qualities. Being or becoming animal involves not a literal physical
metamorphosis but, at least in terms of Being Caribou, a very long walk,
a migration or transmigration. As Chantal Conneller says of the prehistoric use of antlers at Star Carr, “Becoming animal is not about moving
between different bodies. Though the animal is not literal, the transformation is.”65 If, as Ken Worpole claims, “How you travel is who you
are,”66 then travelling like caribou and with caribou makes you “caribou.”
Because one of the perks (if it is one) of power is not having to listen
to the Other and not having to learn the Other’s language, environmental activism, like other forms of social activism, sometimes hinges
on speaking on behalf of those that cannot speak directly or effectively
to power themselves (whales, grizzly bears, burrowing owls, old-growth
forests, songbirds, etc.).67 At the beginning of Being Caribou, immediately after he and fellow warden Travis return to Inuvik, and still in a
daze from the effects of the migration scene he had witnessed, Heuer
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pores over dozens of scientific and archaeological reports, books, maps,
statistics, indigenous stories, and poems about caribou, but realizes that,
as he writes, the numbers and statistics
… can’t really be compared: Six months’ worth of oil versus 27,000 years of migration. The culture of about 4,000
Gwich’in versus the financial benefits to a handful of company executives and shareholders. Millions of mammals and
birds versus billions of barrels of oil. Nowhere was there a hint
of the energy and power that I’d felt out there on the tundra.
Nowhere did I find the story of the caribou herd itself.68
Against the ontological life-and-death dramas of the migration, logic
and rationality, often emblematized by scientific information and economics or, more accurately, capitalism, are shown in their own terms
to be illogical and irrational: meaningful comparisons cannot be made.
After further reflection, Heuer realizes that the real story of the caribou
herd lies instead “in the effort and risk the caribou took to get there [the
birthing grounds] and back from their wintering grounds each year.”69
The real story is the story of life and death, survivance, living on, carrying on, and the only way to “get that story out” is to “migrate with the
herd,”70 as Allison puts it, to walk with the caribou, to assume as much
as humanly possible that effort and those risks.
Just prior to their setting off on their journey, an elder tells Heuer
about his own experiences seeing caribou
… moving hundreds of miles without stopping, crossing the
frozen lakes of Old Crow Flats with their eyes closed, sleeping as they walked. He told me about earlier people who had
followed them on snowshoes and foot … not because they’d
wanted to, but because it was what they did to survive.…
“Back then people could talk to caribou, and caribou could
talk to people.”71
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If walking is a form of intelligence and cognition, and if walking is associated in the human brain with language, then just maybe it was by
walking with them – long enough and close enough to be able to see that
the caribou had their eyes closed and were sleep-walking – that people
could talk to caribou and caribou could talk to people. If ambulation is
a form of being and knowing, if ontology and epistemology are not necessarily two separate branches of philosophy, then it is not unreasonable
to consider walking as a mode through which we can come to recognize
our own animality and also to recognize that there is no general concept
of “the animal.” If, as Preston describes, knowing is not so much an
organism “representing an external world as an organism having a world
in which it can successfully operate,”72 then it is not unreasonable to
posit that more than one animal or species at a time could share (knowledge of) a given world. As Jim Cheney writes, quoting the poet Robert
Bringhurst, “Knowing can take shape as a form of domination and control. It can also take shape as a way of ‘stepping in tune with being.’”73
Indeed, at the end of their journey, as Heuer and Allison drift in their
canoe away from the caribou and back toward the village of Old Crow,
they are met on the river by the same elder who had told Heuer before
the couple left that his people used to be able to talk with caribou. The
man does not voice the entire question, nor does Heuer voice a reply,
merely nodding instead: “I remembered what he’d said, how I’d disbelieved it back then, and I nodded now as I looked back at him, hoping
that he too could see it in our eyes: we had talked to caribou, and caribou
had talked to us.”74 Not only had they obtained information and knowledge about caribou; they had obtained knowledge from caribou. As they
paddle back to Old Crow, they begin to reflect about, in Heuer’s words
from the film, “how we’re going to make what we’ve learned on the trip
and what the caribou have shown us, how we’re going to make it count,
make it matter.”75 As the journey comes full circle, the question becomes
how to translate what the caribou have shown them and their own deep
knowledge of and respect for the caribou’s effort, risk-taking, bonds and
communication with one another and relationships with other animals,
suffering, equanimity, joy, and relationships to specific places in the land
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into language and story and ultimately into effectively speaking on their
behalf to those of us who have not undertaken the journey.76 Speaking
on behalf of another species is not only speaking up for creatures who
lack our languages but speaking from a position of learned respect for
their lifeways, a position that stretches the limits of those languages
non-indigenous to North America.77
At stake in the loss of caribou, bear, fox, and human habitat if drilling for oil and gas in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge proceeds is the
potential loss of those animals and species and also the loss of their multiple ontologies and epistemologies, lifeways, and cultures. Habitat itself
is not just geographical coordinates plus the bare necessities of meagre
survival. Much more than mere setting, habitat is the ground of all beings and the locus of knowledge. As Heuer concludes his book: “Our
clean air is disappearing, the very climate that supports us is changing,
and the last of the world’s big wildernesses – the reservoirs of knowledge
and instinct that flicker inside all of us – are disappearing, all so we can
save a few dollars on our next tank of gas.”78 Knowledge, like beings, is
mobile – not static, stationary, not just contained in the head, grasped by
opposable thumbs, confined to language, or restrained indoors. Knowledge is rooted in bodies, habitats, places, and communities. Knowledge
is indigenous. Knowledge is native, aboriginal. Knowledge walks the
land on four legs and two. Knowledge ambles and pads, lopes and prances, skis and hikes, crawls and swims. Knowledge flocks across the sky
in feathered guises. Knowledge moves you, carries you away, enraptures
you, and alters your being in the world just as walking, moving, joining the herd, and stepping in tune with being are forms of knowledge.
Knowledge is nomadic, migratory, and wild. Knowledge travels through
and flows across landforms and beings in motion – individuals, herds,
species, life-forms. Locomotion is a form of knowledge, and knowledge
is that which is in local motion. Knowledge is alive, afoot and animal.
Animality is a bundle of particular knowledges.
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